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Project Apollo
Geological Field Investigations
by
Edward N. Goddard, J. Hoover Mackin,
E. M. Shoemaker and Aaron C. Waters
Objectives of Apollo Geological Field Investigations
e
Manned lunar landing in Project Apollo will present the first
opportunity to carry out reasonably comprehensive scientific
studies of selected areas on the Moon's surface. The importance
of this opportunity lies in the possihi!ity of applying on the Moon
many investigative techniques that have been developed to explore
the physical nature, chemical constitution, geologic history, and
origin of the Earth. Without application of such techniques the
nature of the Moon's surface, its geologic ancestry, and its
ultimate origin can never be adequately known or understood.
The unmanned lunar flight program will provide high
resolution imagery and a limited amount of physical and chemical
information about some areas on the Moon--data specifically
needed to guide the selection of safe landing sites. Project
Apollo, on the other hand, provides the additional opportunity
to examine the Moon's surface directly, and to obtain numerous
samples to be returned to earth for detailed laboratory investigation.
It also affords opportunity for a variety of in situ measurements of
physical properties and structure. The verbal description of the
astronauts while on the Moon's surface-=when correlatedwith
this additional data--Is capable of providing a thorough under"
standing of the composition and structure of the Moon around each
_ndlng site.
Direct knowledge from in sire observation and i s_mpl_ collectl_ig
is required to identify the rocks and minerals that compose the
Moon, and to understand the nature qf the lunar surface. Once
correctly identified, rock layers can be recognized and mapped
c_:er most of the Moon's area by earth-based telescopes, and
with the aid of remote sensors carried on lunar orbiting spacecraft.
The combined data on the ci_emistry and geology of the Moon, '
acquired by direct examination and by remote sensors, is funda-
mental to interpretation of t_e evolution and long geologic history
of the Moon, and for any critical examinatio_ J_ questions of
its origin and relation to other objects in the _olar system. It
also provides the basic data for later scientific missions of
broader scope in astronomy, physics, and other sciences.
Stated in broadest terms, the Objectives of the geological
field Investigations in the Apollo scientific program are to obtain
complete and accurate knowledge of the nature and structure of
.
etratigraphic and petrologic character of the Moon at each landing
oite. Such detailed knowledge of the field relations at each Apollo
landing site is not only of basic scientific and e,_nee_ng value by.
the lunar surface, and so far as possible, to determine the re_Onal
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itself, but is essential for the complete interpretation of most
chemical, physical, mineralogical, petrographic, and biological
analyses of the samples collected, and is fundamental to the
interpretation of most physical measurements of the lunar surface
that can be made at these sites. The field geological investigation
of the lunar landing sites is, therefore, viewed as preliminary
and necessary to the planning and execution of most other studies
that will be carried out by lunar landing missions.
Fine structure of the lunar surface
One of the outstanding scientific problems to be attacked is
a geological problem that is likely to be solved in early Apollo
landings: What is the nature of the rocks and minerals that form
the Moon's crust, and what is the detailed "fine" structure of
the lunar surface? Physical studies ,'_f the Moon's surface, by
means of telescopic photometry, radiometry and reflected microwave
signals, arm observations of the lunar crater distribution may be
combined with empirical knowledge of the phenomenology of
cratering, cratering theory, current data on the flux of meteoroids
in the vicinity of the earth, and estimates of the effects of other
processes acting on the lunar surface, such as sputtering produced
by solar bombardment, to derive models of the local fine structure.
From such studies we already know that the lunar crust is demon -_
strably heterogeneous in composition. The fine structure of the
surface also may be expected to be heterogeneous. In particular,
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details of the fine structure probably depend on the age of the
surface, or more specifically on the period of time the surface
has been affected by cratering and other processes.
On the basts of the available data, It appears highly probable
that most parts of the Moon's surface are covered with a layer of
finely-broken rock fragments, the upper surface of which is
pitted with craters. The thickness of the layer, the size distrt _
button of the rock fragments, and the size and spacing of super _
imposed craters probably all vary abruptly from place tO place:
Employing the data available from the photographs acquired from
Ranger VII, In addition to the information obtained at the telese_,
a reasonable model of the fine structure of a typical local area
ova mare surface, for example, can be described in the following
way:
1. A layer of shattered and pulverized rock covers
more than 95 per cent of the mare. It is of variable
thickness and rests with irregular contact m the under-
lying solid substance of the mare.
2. The fragments in this layer or blanket of shattered
rock have been derived by ejection from craters, rnostOf
them nearby, but some lying great distances away. About,
50 per cent or more of the fragments have come from Within
one kilometer of the site, but there is a finite l_obabi!itTji_
decreasing with the distance to the source, of _ding a ro_k
fragment derived from any place on the Moon. Except
along the margins of a mare, therefore, the pieces of _
debris will be composed predominantly of mare material.
3. Fragments occurring at the base of the debris
layer will, on the average, have been transported on ballistic
trajectories a smaller number of times than pieces near the
top of the layer. Progressing upward from the
base, layer has been stirred or • econstttuted an
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increasing number of times by smaller and smaller and
more and more numerous cratering events. The uppermost
millimeter of the debris layer is probably completely
reorganized once every 10 to 100 years by the formation
and filling of minute craters.
4. The average grain size tends to decrease from
base to top of the debris layer because fragments in the
upper part, on the average, have been shocked and broken
a greater number of times and have been ejected, on the
average, from smaller craters. Near the base, fragments
as large as several centimeters in diameter will be
common, whereas the material 9f the uppermost few
millimeters more likely will be finely pulverized. Through-
out the debris layer the bulk of the rock fragments will
probably average less than a millimeter in grain size, but
heaps of coarse blocky rock from the larger craters may
be expected at many places.
5. Beneath this blanket of shattered rock, the mare
substance will in many places show evidence of having
been broken to greater depths by shocks of varying strength
produced during development of the larger craters.
6. The contact between the underlying solid rock and
the pulverized surface blanket has considerable local
relief, consists chiefly of the intc'r<_',;ting segments of the
original floors of num_:rous older ant_ larger craters
that range from a meter to a few tens of n_,:'ters across.
Most of the_e are now buried beneath young,.'r mapact
debris.
7. Itte upper surface of the debris layer is pockmarked
by craters ranging from less than a millimeter to several
tens of meters across (or larger depending on the local
area). Craters larger than one meter in diameter occupy
about 30 per cent of the surface; smaller craters occupy
the rest of the surface and are also superimposed on the
large craters. Minute craters, with dimensions of the
order of a millimeter or less, probably cover nearly all
of the surface and are superimposed on nearly all other
features.
8. The debris layer typically varies in thickness from
a few tens of meters to less than a millimeter. It is thickest
where it covers the floors of some of the oldest and largest
craters present, and is thin or even absent along the walls of
very young craters that cut through the debris layer into
the underlying mare material.
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A _ layer ol pulverized rock prolud_ly covers s_arly
all parts of tim Moon's surface. It may be azpectod tO vary in
average thickness as 8 direct function of the age of the rocks or
terrain on wh/ch it is formed. Terrain older than the maria will
have a th/ck0r blanket of debris than the typical mare surface D
and the blanket will be thinner, on the average, on younger
terrain. The average crater size on r_e surface of the debris
layer will be larger on older terrain and smaller on the younger
terrain.
Examination of such a debris layer, and verification or
revision of this model, presents a challenging problem for the
astronauts, but one that can be solved by straight-forward field
procedures. Direct visual examination of the surface will answer
most Of tl_ critical questions. The scale of needed observations
ranges from features observable through a hand held lens to
the largest features the astronaut can observe in the surrounding
field ofvlew. Fe_ur_s to be described include not only the
kinds and 8/zes of rock fragmentg in the debris layer, but also a
statement 8_I analysis of the spacing, size, and nature of the craters
and of all other small and large elements of the local topography.
If the astronauts have been fully trained in the teclm/ques of
accurate and thorough observation and reporting, Such visual
doscrlpt/on8 of the landing site, recordod vel'bkUy on tape or by
radio commun/ca_on, will he invaluable. Abundant high resolution
_aphy by film and television or facsimile cameras provldea
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another form of record from which much of the on site description
and analysis can be amplified and verified after the lunar missions.
By digging, probing, and manipulating the surface materials
with a suitable penetrating device the astronaut can probably
gain an insight into the vertical distribution of rock fragments.
Information obtained by this means would necessarily be limited
to depths of a half meter at most, but might be supplemented by
observation of the wall of a nearby crater. To determine total
thickness and variations in thickness of the debris layer active
seismic techniques would have to be employed. A properly
designed field seismic system operated by the astronaut might
give information not only on the thickness and physical properties
of the debris layer, of considerable engineering importance
for planning of future missions, but also clues to the nature and
origin of the deer_er structure of the Moon's crust.
One of the principal problems presented by a surface
covered by a fragmental layer of the kind described will be to
select appropriate samples for return to Earth. With a wide
variety of rock fragments to choose from, the astronaut will be
faced with the difficult task of deciding what specimens best
represent the material at hand. He will need to estimate tl_e
relative abundance of different rock types in order to select.
representative samples, and, in addition, he will want to c._Uect
as many of the infrequently _n_curring rock types as possible,
as these will provide information on the more distant parts of the
Moon.
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'In certain respects the model described for the fine structure
of a;mare surface is similar to terrain on Earth which has been
coyered by deposits left by mel_lng of a continental glacier. Like
glacial drift, the debris layer on the Moon obscures the "bedrock"
in most places, is heterogeneous in character and irregular in
thickness and contains rock fragments of widely diverse individual
histories. Thorough study of such a _layer in a local area either
on the Moon or on the Earth can provide a great amount of
Informstlon about the geology and history of a broad segment of
the planetary crust, provided that the origin of the fragmental
layer is understood. Failure to understand the nature and origin
of the lunar rnlcrostructure can lead to serious scientific mlsinter*
pretation and coafuslon. For this reason we regard tile role
the utronaut as a trained field observer to be fundamental to
most of the lunar scientific investigations to be performed in
Project Apollo, and of paramount importance to the success of
later missions.
" _' "'i}'J" :I.
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Methods of investigation
General methods
The principal task of the astronauts while on the Moon's
surface will be to study the morphology of the surface and the
character of the material exposed. This study will be made as
the astronaut walks about carrying certain instruments. It will
depend heavily on his visual observations. Understanding of the
geology of the surface rests on the discrimination of different
kinds of materials and determination of the three dimensional
relationship of these materials one to another and to the surface
features. Both sampling and in situ measurement of physical
properties and engineering properties of the lunar surface materials
should be based on the observed distributiort of different geological
materials.
We believe it extremely important that the astronaut have
as much free or unprogrammed time as posslr, le for observation
of the surface. It is only by such unprogrammed observation that
important unanticipatea facts will be discovered. The time on
the surface wiil be very short at best and there is a general tendency
to require too many preplanned tasks for the astronaut to carry
out. In order to relieve the astronaut of as many chores as
possible to allow him the essential time for observation, all data
recording procedures should be automatic or semi-automatic
and not require,in most cases, conscious decision or movements
on the astronaut's part. Our plan for the field investigations,
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therefore, includes the use of equipment which will take pictures,
._neasurements of orientation, and physical properties measurements
with a minimum of manipulation or attention from the astronaut.
He should not be required to plot or find his posRion on a map,
_mless he so desires in order to visualize the relationships of
the materials he is observing. Rather his position should be
tracked automatically from the LEM and the data transmitted to
Earth and plotted out by computer driven XY plotters in real time.
¢_e believe the availability of real time communication between
the astronauts and the investigator team on the ground can aid
in removing the burden of data assimilation and plotting and can provi¢l_
co_mtderable aid to the astronaut in interpretation of his observations. _
The following elements we regard as essential parts of
a system designed to relieve the astronaut of as many chores or
htrdens as possible and to maximize the op?,ortunity for scientific
discovery.
1. Automatic data recording: All geologic data
acquired by the astronaut on the lunar surface or from the
LEM should be automatically recorded. Verbal observa-
tions and descriptions should be recorded on tape or
transmitted in real time by RF link or both. Instruments
used to obtain positional information or to measure attitudes
of oose_eed forms or structures on the Moon's surface should
have an automatic readout. Imagery obtained both by film
cameras and video systems should be taken at regular intervals
as well as on command by the astronaut. Video imagery
coverage should be continuous. Instruments carried-with
the astronauts measuring bearing strength of the surface,
radioactivity, and magnetic fields should have automatic
data readout. Sample bags and containers used by the
astronauts should be prenumbered and _hould be opened and
closed by mechanisms that operate semiautomatically. The
astronaut can note positions and numbers of samples verbally
as a part of his continuous record of description. Wherever
pos_.qbl,.., he should not use verbal description where a picture
or _ automatic measurement can provide the information
mo_-_.* efficiently.
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2. Real time transmission of data: Video, facsimile,
audio and other scientific data should be transmitted in
real time to the earth where reduction and synthesis can
be performed while the astronauts are on the Moon's
surface. All making of maps and the plotting of traverses,
the position of samples, and the location of measurements
and observations on maps can be done quickly and effectively
on the earth with the aid of computers. These data can then
be studied by the investigator team in real time and a synopsis of
positional information, and possible interpretations should be
available to the astronaut at any time that he desires help.
3. Relay of maps and graphical information from Earth
to Lunar Excursion Module: If possible it would be highly
desirable to be able to transmit maps and graphs compiled
by the investigator team via facsimile or video systems:to the
astronauts in the LEM. This information can then be used
by the astronauts in planning traverses and determining the
best strategy for observation and measurements. They should
be able to revise their strategy as the work proceeds, incorpor-
ating the results of previous traverses into the planning for
the traverses yet to be made.
I
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Activities of astronauts
It is expected that the wo astronauts who we send to the
Moon's surface ,, _ne Le;_ wall work as a tea_a. One man will
stay in the I _nar Excursion Module while his companion reconnoiters
the surface. Before each traverse the astronauts will jointly plan
the approximate path to be followed, on the basis of maps and
information they have brought with them, prepared from pre-
flight information about the landing site, and on the basis of what
they can observe directly from the windows of the LEM. This plan
may be determined entirely after landing on the lunar surface,
with consultation with the investigator team on the ground if
desired, or it may be a nominal plan which has already been
worked out from pre-flight information, if the LEM lands on a
site for which a great deal of data has already been obtained.
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The man who remains in the LEM will follow the man on
_!:_ serrate a_ continuously as time permits both visually and
0y monitoring his verbal descriptions. If assistance is ncmded
_v the astronaut on the surface the astronaut in the LEM may
_"_-,t, direct him to points of observation which are obscured by the
v_po£raphy0 and help guide him back toward the LEM.
The astronaut on the surface should follow the traverse
plarmed before egress from the LEM in most cases but should
;_,:_free _:o change his mind if new facts and situations aris e and,
•_i, th concurrence of his companion in the L EM, should be able
to plan an entirely new or revised traverse onc_ he is on the
_,oun,:l, _hould unexpected observations indicate this is required.
The a,qtronaut on the surface should concentrate his energy and
i
,,time on visual observations and sample collecting and maintain
a rurmi_g ver.r_al commentary on what he se, es and does. His
d_scz'iption should be focused on those features which can best
be _tudled while on the Moon's surface, and he should cons¢iouilly
avqid spending time describing things which will be readily
portrayed by photography or which can be determined later by
_z_ady o_ ,_arx_ples returned to the Earth. It will be of great
impo_m_:ce for him to maintain alermess in both obServattau and
_arnpl'_ collecting; he should attempt to acquire a_ many small
samples 6I material that a:tracts his attention _ta possible. It
ts bet_e_ to collect too many samples, some of which will have
12
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to be left on the Moon, than to return to Earth with less than the
maximum allowed weight of sample material. It will be important
for the astronaut to be able to stoop or otherwise pick up pieces
from the surface frequently along the course of the traverse in
order to examine them at close range.
Function of the investigator team
We recommend that the investigator team serve not only to
development instruments and methods of data reduction prior to
the mission but also serve as a scientific board actively synthe-
sizing the transmitted data while the astronauts are on the Moon.
This board should be available for consultation with the astronauts
on scientific questions and for analysis and interpretation of data
for use in evaluating mission safety by the flight operations
personnel. In addition, the investigator team will be responsible)
together with the astronautssfor post-flight analysis of the data
obtained in the field geology investigations.
We also recommend that all of the astronauts in Project Apollo
be considered members of the investigator team to the extent that
they are able to participate. In particular, we recommend that
some of the astronauts be assigned major responsibilities for the
scientific aspects of the mission and spend a significant part of
their time working with the investigator team in the planning and
development of me field geological investigations.
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Premission activities. --The premission activJ : es of the
:_vestigator team will be concerned primarily witt tpdating
_ne information on the detailed geology of the Moo1 s surface,
rrrimarily with the aid of data obtained from the un _ anned
_nar exploration program, and with the developm_ t of the
_e.miled methods and procedures to be used durin_ :he missions,
As data from each successful flight of Ranger, Su ,.eyor, and
Orbiter come in, we should be continufng to imprci e our mode/
of rt_e !,_nar surface. Great improvement should t _ possible
after the first successful Apollo flight, and advanl_ _e should be
taken of the knowledge gained in the design or red : _ign of the
•_.eth_ls and procedures used in following Apollo I ights.
The investigator team will make a detailed st _cly of the
_eology of each of the potential Apollo landing sit¢_, for which
tnf_.rmat!oa is _vailable from successful Surveyo_ -1rid Lunar
_rhiter missions. This study will be the basis of 91anntng
tentative traverses by the astronauts and for famii._arizing the
a_ro, auta in detail with the features to be expecte:! at the
_ndlng site. Both topographic and geologic maps ,._f the landing
site shc_ald be a part of the information that accom_?anies the
utronaute to the Moon in the Lunar Excursion Module.
Several instruments yet to be fully developed are piann_
for use in the field geological work by the astronauts on the
Moon's surface. These Include a geologist's walking staff,
/
or alternatively a walker, which will carry a wide variety
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of small instruments providing physical measurements and
cameras that will provide imagery for photometric and photo-
grammetric reduction (See section on instruments). Not only
will the development of the lunar instruments need to be com-
pleted but the ground recording instruments and the data
reduction methods must also be developed. Principal among
these will be the photogrammetric methods, to be used with
the imagery obtained from video, facsimile, and film cameras,
to prepare a detailed topographic map or improve the available
topographic maps that provide the base for compilation of the
geology. Of special importance will be the development of
rapid data reduction techniques to be used in real time during
the astronaut traverses. These techniques include preparation
of rough maps of landing sites from data transmitted from a
facsimile system mounted on the LEM, for use in case of landing
on unanticipated sites, and for plotting the traverses and data
points on existing maps or the rough maps so prepared.
The geological field investigations team expects to partici-
pate in the development of integrated scientific mission plans
and in tests for the check out and use of the instruments under
simulateO rot ssion conditions. We strongly recommend that
many sir_L_l'-oted missions be carried out at terrestrial field
sites to _r$vide practice in using prototype and flight con-
figured equipment and to familiarize the astronauts thoro, gmy
with all the procedures. Another important premission function
15
_f the investigator team will be to participate in the scientific
training of the astronauts in the techniques of field geology and
_u briefing the astronauts on known and inferred facts about the
geology of selected potential landing sites.
Activities during mission. --During the lunar missions when
Che e stronauts are on the Moon's surface, the investigator team
plans to follow the motions and observations of the astronauts
with the aid of the transmitted video, audio and automatic
_ra¢'kmg system data. This will require that a data receiving
facility be established, linked by appropriate communications
to the mission control center and to available computing
facilities. At the data receiving site the investigator team
will prepare rough maps of the geology and revisions of
already prepared maps from the incoming data. On request,
they w_l _ prepared to advise the astronauts on the Moon
of likely interpretation of observations, possible geologic
relations, critical areas or features for examination, position
of astronaut relative to such features of interest, possible
importance of samples picked up, loss of "data in transmission,
and possible safety hazards to be encountered along the traverse.
This data should be available either by direct communication
with the astronaut or to members of the mission control staff.
A prelh_ainary synthesis of the observed geology should be
availc, ble at any time the astronauts are ready to leave the
Moon. This will aid in determining the degree to which the _
16
scientific mission has been successfully completed, in making
potential decisions as to what samples to bring back, and, if
unusual circumstances arise, whether additional scientific
information to be gained by extending the stay time on the
lunar surface is commensurate with the risk involved.
Post-mission activities. --In collaboration with the
astronauts and the other investigator ,teams, the geological
field investigations team will prepare an exhaustive analysis
of the video, audio and other field geological data acquired
from each mission. Part of this data will be extracted from
study of the returned samples. Information in the final report
will be presented in the form of topographic and geologic maps,
a detailed description of the geology, and interpretation of the
geologic history of the landing site and the processes which
have led to the present contiguration of the Moon's surface.
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Instrumentation
Instrumentation required to acquire, transmit, and analyze
the field geological information includes equipment to be carried
by the astronaut on the Moon's surface, instruments that will be
mounted on the Lunar Excursion Module, and equipment to be
used in recording and analysis of the data on Earth
Equipment carried by. astronaut
1. Jacob's staff: The principal item of equipment to
be used by the astronaut for the field geological work will
be a specially designed Jacob's staff, or geologist's
walking staff. The staff serves as an aid to walking, as
a basic surveying instrument, as a probe and sampling
device, and as a calibrated carrying device for a number
of instruments. A number of instruments will be built
into the staff. These include a slow scan vidicon camera
(500 kc bandwidth), for semi-continuous photographic
recording, and a film camera which will provide photo-
graphs to be used both for photogrammetric reduction
and for close up recording of details of the Moon's surface.
Both cameras will be calibrated so that photometric informa-
tion can be extracted from the photographs. An automatically
recording vertical meter will be built into the staff, along
with a sun compass, so that its orientation will be known at
_tll times. In addition, a number of other alternate special
instruments will be designed for incorporation as modules
into the staff. These include a calibr_,ted penetrometer to
be mounted in the base of the staff, and a continuously
recording magnetometer and gamma ray detection system.
A rough mockup of such a staff is illustrated in figure 1.
A number of alternate designs will be tried in the field
before a final configuration is decided upon for lunar use.
2. Audio system and recorder. An audio system with
o_, _,,mication to the LEM and from the LEM to the Earth
i_ r6,quired to record the commentary of the astronaut.
"I he _.ransmitter for this system could be designed for
incorporation into the walking staff if necessary. For
backup in case of loss of transmission, the astronaut
should carry a miniaturized tape recorder which will
be driven automatically off of the audio system. If com-
pletely satisfactory transmission of all audio data has
been received, the tape records need not be returned to
Earth.
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3. Geologist's accessory field tools: In addition to the
staff, which can serve partly as a probe and a scoop, the
astronaut will need a light weight geologist's pick_a magni-
fying lens, and a marking tool for use in probing the surface,
observing the fine details of the surface and samples
collected and for collecting samples. The marking tool is
for use in obtaining a permanent record of the field orienta-
tion of certain samples. These simple tools probably will
not require special design. A number of picks, lenses, and
marking tools can be tried out under simulated lunar con-
straints to select those that are most suitable.
4. Sample collecting equipment: Equipment needed to
collect samples for geological purposes include: 1) pre-
numbered sample bags, 2) a sample carrier, 3) a scale to
weigh the collected samples, and 4) a vacuum sealed box
which will be used to store the bags during return to Earth
and before opening of the bags under controlled conditions.
The bags should be simple to operate and of known simple
composition--probably a bag of plastic or metal foil con-
struction will be sufficient. It is important that they be
very easy to open and close. They are to be used primarily
for the purpose of identification of the individual specimens
rather than to protect them from contamination. In addition,
a few small rigid boxes will be required for bulk samples of
weakly bonded fragmental material. It is understood that
other special sample containers will be required for other
investigations.
Instruments mounted on the LEM
Three instruments are planned for mounting on the ascent
stage of the L EM.
1. RF tracking system: This is a simple radio
frequency tracking system, which will determine distance,
azimuth, and angle of elevation to a transmitting antenna
mounted on the Jacob's staff. It will provide real time
information on the location of the astronaut on the lunar
surface at all times.
2. Photogrammetric facsimile camera A simple
light-weight very low bandwidth facsimile ,, ,tmera should
be mounted on the ascent stage of the LEi\I _o provide
panoramic photogrammetric coverage of rh_ landing site.
This system should go into automatic operation on command
after landing, and the data transmitted in real time to the
ground will provide sufficient photogrammetric control for
19
preparation of a rough topographic map. This system is
considered a backup system, in that it will be needed only
for accurate location of the spacecraft, if the LEM lands
on a site which has already been adequately mapped from
Orbiter photography.
3. Vidicon camera and time-sequence camera. A
shuttered, slow-scan vidicon camera and a time-sequence
camera should be mounted together on a gimble on the
ascent stage of the LEM. These cameras will track the
a_:rronaut on the surface, with the tracking mechanism
d: iven by information obtained from the RF tracking system.
The video information will be transmitted in real time to the
ground, and film from the time-sequence camera will be
returned to Earth.
Gro',.,nd recording and data reception and analysis equipment
Ground recording and analysis equipment required for the
_ield geological investigations are as follows:
1. Video monitors and photo recorders.
2. Audio receiver and recorder.
f
3. XY plotter driven by data transmitted from RF
tracking system.
4. A recorder for the facsimile camera system and a
rapid photogrammetric plotting system which uses the
facsimile pictures.
Details ot the design of these instrument.,, will be based on
further de,. i(,pment work.
2O
Samples and Sample Handling
Selection of samples
In general it is not possible to collect samples which satisfy
the requirements of all potential investigators. Many kinds of
samples should be collected and it will be necessary to collect
special samples for various specialized purposes. Three kinds
of samples are required to meet the needs of the field geological
investigations. We will not consider here special samples required
by other investigator teams.
First of all bulk samples should be obtained of the surface
material, which presumably is a weakly to strongly bonded
porous aggregate of very fine particles. Such samples will be
of great interest for determination of the abundance and physical
state of different minerals al_d rock fragments, and their grain
size and shape and for laboratory determu_ation of the bulk physical
properties. Special containers may be needed to preserve the
texture of this material if it proves to be delicate More than one
bulk sample of surface material is desired in order to study its
variation from place to place.
A second kind of sample needed from each Apollo landing site
consi._: s of a suite of specimens selected to represent the dominant
types of material present. The selection of these samples should
be tied to estimates of the areal abundance of eacti sample type.,
These samples may be either fragmental debris, if variation in
the debris layer can be detected, or individual specimens of solid
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rock. Such representative samples may be obtained either by
collecting at specified intervals along a traverse or by selecting
samples according to the distribution of observed geologic units.
The third type of sample needed is the "grab" sample. For
_',_._most part, grab samples should consist of small specimens
Itwo to five grams) of different individual kinds of rock. Weight
sad space should be reserved for the,astronaut to collect a large
aurnber of small grab samples which represent objects that
bare caught his attention or appeared to be of interest as he
progressed along a traverse. All samples that appear to be of
interest should be taken provided they are not too large. The
selection of these samples will depend very much on the astronaut's
j_ldgrnent and his observational perspicacity. Taken together, the
grab samples will probably provide information about the gross
mineralogy, petrography and chemistry of the lunar surface.
The total numbec of such samples which shoulu be taken on each
mission is of the order of 500 to 1,000. It is critically important
that space and allowable weight be saved for these samples, for
they, ratl;_t than the special purpose samples, which will be few
in number, will probably provide the greatest scientific returns
from Project Apollo.
It seems to us that coring for samples should receive low
priority _ the early Apollo missions unless such coring can be
accomplislaed rapidly and simply using a push-type coring
device. Drilling a hole would be a profTigate use of the time
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available in the first lunar landings. There are certain kinds of
information that can only be obtained by drilling, but so much is
to be learned from what is exposed on the surface, and the infor-
mation we gain from studying the surface exposures should be so
important in selecting an appropriate spot to drill, that drilling
should be delayed until late in the Apollo project. Core samples,
when obtained, will need to be treated as special multipurpose
types of samples. It will probably be necessary to displace the
weight and space a.Lowable for other samples in order to return
to Earth any significant number of cores.
Sample handling
No special handling will be required for most samples taken
for field geological investigations other than biological quarantine.
I
I
The samples can be packed in simple, soft, air-tight bags which
in turn can be stacked together in a container that can be sealed
to hold a very hard vacuum. On Earth, the container and the bags
should be opened in a controlled atmosphere of nit:ogen and should
be readily available for study by members of the investigator team
and by otbe¢" mineralogists and petrologists wl..o have legitimate
interests and special talents for study of the samples. The samples
should be stored and distributed from facilities at the Manned
Spacecraft Center We do not anticipate any requirement for major
analytical facilities, however, at the Manned Spacecraft Center.
Analyses should be performed in existing qualified mineralogical
and chemical laboratories.
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Astronaut training
_'_o aspects of the astronaut training are vital to the
s_:ccessful execution of the field geological investigations. First,
each astronaut should be a qualified field observer and should
ha':_e opportunity to gain the experience necessary to become a
gcxd geological observer. Secondly, each astronaut should
r_aintain a basic familiarity with lunar research and specifically
with ct_r_'ent work on the detailed geology of the lunar surface.
Primaria,/this means he should be intimately acquainted with
the results obtained from the unmanned lunar exploration
program but should also have a working knowledge of the
i_ _nci_l results obtained from telescopic observations of the
Moon.
There is no substitute for experience in field observations.
Ti:._ field obaervei seee only whal h_s eye has been trained to see,
a.rtd the accuracy _ad completeness c>_his o,servations improve
In more or less linear proportion to the length oftJme he has
zpent iI_ _. field engaged in challenging obser'vat_onal work.
All astronauts who participate in proJ'ect Apollo s ltould receive
continued field training up to the time tlaat they go into final
r_ret_6trations for a miss/an. They are currently receivi_-_g
preliminary fr'am_ng in field geology which should lead to field
excrcises lavoiving description and mapping ot geology in the
¢ariety of local complex areas on the Earth. It will be important
24
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for them to have seen a wide variety of volcanic rocks, to be
able to recognize the principal kinds of meteorites, and to be
familiar in detail with the morphological and structural character-
istics of volcanic, impact, and explosion craters.
The as, tronauts should have an up-to-the-minute familiarity
with the current status of detailed knowledge about the lunar
surface derived both from unmanned lunar spacecraft and from
the telescope. Specifically they should know by heart the available
facts about the potential landing sites chosen for each Apollo
mission. During repeated practice in simulated lunar missions,
working with the investigator teams, they should have built up
a thorough understanding of how to proceed with the scientific
mission and of the methods of deciding strategy in a given
situation on the Moon. Ideally the preferred landing site will be
known in advance and the astronaut will know its main features
from having worked on a model of the site many tlraes on the
Earth. Whether this will be feasible or not will depend on the
success of the unmanned lunar program in yielding definitive
data for selection of sites.
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APPENDIX
I. INTRODUCTION
This appendix contains reports and recommendations from
planning teams for the science project of the approved early
Apollo Landings on the Moon, on geological field investigations,
mineralogy and petrography, geochemistry, passive seismology,
active seismology, gravitational field measurements, magnetic
field measurements, heat flow measurements, bioscience inves-
tigations, mission profiles, and the lunar atmospheric measure-
ments.
These reports are either preliminary or first reports
in the sense that they concern problems considered to date
by the various teams with recommendations which represent
the majority opinion of the more active planning team members
but not necessarily unanimous opinions. In general there is
good agreement among the planning teams and very little
disagreement on subjects of mutual interest such as the
collecting of lunar samples.
The summary given in Part I of this document is taken
primarily from these reports with emphasis on basic objec-
tives of the science program and highlighting of problem
areas. The degree of completeness of summary from each
report is of course a matter of judgment. The purpose is
to outline as clearly as possible the scope of the experi-
ments and measurements and how to implement and guarantee
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the success of carrying out this scientific project. _ Your
comments regarding significant points that may have been
left out in the Part I summary will be particularly appre-
ciated.
\
Section III
Preliminary Report on the Sampling and Examination of
Lunar Surface Materials
Mineralogy and Petrography Group
Eugene N. Cameron, University of Wisconsin
Edward C. T. Chao, Uo S. Geological Survey
• %
Clifford Frondel, Harvard University (Chairman)
Harry H. Hess, Princeton University
June 22, 1964
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Introduction
Some time before the year 1492, a group of workmen were
standing in a shipyard looking at a half-constructed craft.
One of them said "It won't float"; another said "if the sea
monsters don't get it first, it will fall off the edge"; a
third, more reflective than the others, said "What do they
want to go for, anyway?_
The Apollo Project is primarily a glorious adventure, in
which man will for the first time tread upon the surface of
another celestial body. It will be a magnificent feat, and
a milestone in the history of the human race. No other pur-
pose or Justification is necessary.
Important scientific knowledge will result from the
landing. First among the scientific objectives of the
Apollo mission will be the return of samples of the lunar
surface materials. The study of such samples will tell us
of the thermodynamic conditions under which they were formed;
whether the moon is a differentiated body or not; and per-
haps whether it was captured by the Earth or was formed from
it in the distant past.
The samples also may give us a clearer picture of the
Solar System and its origin; and a new understanding may be
gained of some aspects of terrestrial geological history.
Dating of the mineral samples combined with geological infor-
mation obtained by photographic or direct examination could
give us the lunar geological history in absolute terms.
The probability exists that we will obtain information about
the organic precursors of llfe, and possibly learn of the
existence of llfe itself in the lunar environment° Practi-
cal information certainly will be obtained relevant to the
evaluation of the moon as a station for the further explora-
tion of space°
The function of our group in the Apollo Scientific Pro-
gram is to examine in detail, in both descriptive a_d inter-
pretive regards, the mineralogy and petrography of the lunar
surface materials that are brought back. This information
also provides the background necessary to the study of the
samples for other purposes by other groups. Our recommen-
dations and opinions on matters of sampling and of sample
examination follow.
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Sample Size and Sampling
i. It is the opinion of our group that large lndivldual
samples of solid material are preferable. These samples
should range In weight from a few pounds up to 5 or l0
pounds. Small pieces become more Justifiable if of a widely
diverse nature, or if of exceptional interest. In this event
a mlx of samples might be taken with the larger pieces re-
presenting bed rock or the more abundant or representative
part of the local site. In any case a large dust sample
should be taken.
While it is true that much valuable mineralogical and
geochemical information could be obtained on quite small
samples, weighing grams or tens of grams, the requirements
of some geophysical and engineering measurements, the necessity
of making all measurements in context on the same individual
sample, and the necessity of preserving a large part of each
_ndlvldual sample untouched all act to increase individual
sample size. The adequate representation of coarse grained
or heterogeneous solid materials also increases sample size,
as does the problem of dealing with minor and accessory mln-
eral components.
2. The return of a full load of lunar surface material
_ considered to be the most important objective of the land-
ing, Programs of accompanying active or passive instrumen-
tal experimentation should be limited by this primary objec-
tive. Inability to fulfill the sample packaging recommenda-
tions or inability to take adequate field notes during the
sampling would be unfortunate, but should not discourage
_aking a full sample.
3. Sampling tools should be simple, multipurpose and low
in weight. The use of a lunar x-ray diffractometer or x-ray
fluorescent analyzer Is not considered Justifiable.
4. The question of the size of an adequate individual
sample depends primarily on the nature of the material, the
purposes in mind and the methods of study. The matter also
Is influenced by the number of kinds of material encountered
at the sampling site, their relative abundance and their
relative interest. The physical capability of the astronaut
under the actual conditions encountered, and the sampling
tools and the sample containers that are available are added
factors, It is possible that the lunar materials may be so
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coated by lunar varnish, analogous to desert varnish, and
produced by radiation damage and chemical action, that the
visual differences between materials may be obliterated.
Most of these factors can be evaluated only on site, hence
much depends on the training, resourcefulness and Judgement
of the astronauts.
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Section B
Sample Containers
\
\
1. At least a representative part of the sample, and, if
possible, all of it, should be packaged at the time the ma-
terial is collected in sterile, vacuum-tlght containers.
The individual parts of the total sample should be packaged
separately. Reasons for this include the elimination of
contamination prior to terrestrial examination; the reten-
tion of materials that may prove volatile or otherwise un-
stable under non-lunar conditions; and the opportunity to
evaluate interaction of the sample with terrestrial gases
and water vapor.
2. Special packaging requirements may arise in other
groups in the Scientific Program, such as in connection with
bacteriological examination and magnetic shielding.
3. Proper labelling of the samples and correlation with
written, voice and photographic field records is essential.
4. The samples when taken should be referred to a lunar
coordinate system, including identification of top side°
5, Maintainence of the sample during return at tempera-
tures not substantially higher than lunar may be important,
especially with regard to temperature-sensitive matters such
as thermolumlnescence, degassing and organic materials°
$. Broad specifications for the sample containers include:
adaptability as to size and shape of the sample; the non-con-
taminative nature of the construction material; strength;
thermal stability; ease of use; iighthess in weight.
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Section C
Sample Accession
_J.Thisrsection concerns the handling of the sample in
the interval between recovery on Earth and the Preliminary
Examination°
io Immediately upon return to Earth, and during transit to
MSC at Houston, the samples should be safeguarded, by a
clearly defined authority, against contamination and against
unauthorized examination and distribution.
2. Immediately upon return to Earth any part of the sam-
ple received in an open condition, that was not sealed in
special containers as earlier recommended, must be put into
dry, air tight containers to prevent further terrestrial
contamination. The containers must be provided with identi-
fication@ The entire history of any such material including
the brief terrestrial span before packaging must be immediately
ascertained and this information addedto the main sample
record.
3o Transport of the entire sample to MSC should be ex-
peditious as possible, within limits imposed by absolute
safety. This is required because the decay of certain cos-
Ic-ray-induced_radioisotopes begins immediately after the
sample is below the terrestrial atmosphere, and measurements
hence should be made as soon as possible.
4° All samples must be stored under simulated lunar condi-
tions at MSC pending the preliminary examination.
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Section D
Preliminary Examination
The preliminary examination is concerned with a gross
evaluation and examination of the material, with regard to
its mineralogical, biological and general physical rlature , as
a guide to following detailed studies.
1. The sample containers must be opened in a simulated
lunar environment, and eve_yo1_mem&_tim_ mus_yb_1'_ak_
Em_b_&atel:cmnSamIaatien,cbi_lu_cal_om_ b_h_rwisel
p_ovisiB_em_stohe_-m_@eba_z:_B_s_Sta_e:_£_the_recOVe_¥_
of degassed material, gaseous decomposition products, finely
dispersed solid material, etco, that may be present in the
containers.
2. Every individual piece of the bulk sample must be pro-
vided with an identifying number (but not inscribed directly
on it) and with a gross visual description° All pieces must
be weighed and photographed° At this point also correlation
must be made with the field notes_ This will be the begin-
ning of a permanent written record 6f each piece that will
detail all subsequent handlin_ and measurement and all stor-
age or experimental environments° This cataloguing operation
mu_t be done before the samples are subdivided or measured
_n any way.
B. The actual scientific work done on the material at this
stage would be:
(a) Bacteriological evaluation
(b) Evaluation of the possible preJuidicial
interaction of the sample constituents with
the terrestrial environment, such as hydration,
deliquescence, disaggregation, adsorption of
gas, etc.
(c) Measurement of any physical properties that
are markedly time-dependent or that are markedly
influenced by contamination or by handling°
(d) A gross preliminary description of the
mineralogy, petrography and physical nature of
the material as a guide to planning of following
detailed geochemical, mineralogical and other
studies°
"e
e_gm L
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During or following the preliminary evaluation part or all
of the sample would be released to a controlled atmosphere or
to the t_rrestrial atmosphere, but with protection against
contamination, if this was found permissable or Justifiable.
o.
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" Section E
Detailed Mineralogical _and Petrographical Examination
It must be r_@ngnized t_t the enti_re Apolio Sc%_n-
tific_ogram wilLbe critical%y scrutinized by scien'
tists the world over. It is essential that the program
be deflnitive in scope and faultless in execution. The
development er imp._ovement of methods and instrumentation
appropriate to the task will be an important accompanying
contribution to science° Provision should be made
Within the program for such work° The study af the
lunar material also may bring about the recongnltion of
new terrestrial problems, or require the accompanying
investigation of terrestrial materials° The relation
of such work to the Apollo program requires considera-
tion.
lo The nature of the mineralogical and petrographical
studies can be finally decided only after the return
and preliminary examination of actual samples of lunar
material. In general, the mineralogical and petrographi-
cai studies would involve: (a) the identification and
characterization, in chemical, physical and structural
regards, of the individual mineral phases present; and
(b) the descriptfon and interpretation, in hand with
g_bchemists and others, of the phase assemblages observed.
2 The primary responsibility for sample preparation
eor all groups, especially when purely physical measure-
ne_ts are involved, should remain with the mineralogical
and petrographical group°
3_ The detailed mineralogical and petrographical
studies would involve:
{a) Quantitative chemical analysis by wet methods,
x-ray fluorescence, optical spectrography,
electronprobe, neutron activation or other
techniques as appropriate° This work would
be directed toward a knowledge of the bulk
compositloncdf the individual mineral phases
present and of the solid aggregates observed.
More specialized matters such as noble gas
.a
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(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)
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analysis, trace elements, isotope analysis,
etc., would be primarily the concern of the
geochemical group° All of the analytical
work, wherever or however done, should be
integrated with respect to individual samples
and correlated with other types of measure-
ments.
X-ray and morphological crystallographical
description of all individual mineral phases.
Crystal structure determinations would be
made where desirable, as in the description
of new phases that may be encountered, or
as needed in the interpretation of radiation
damage or other effects°
Description of the physical properties of
the individual phases, including crystal
optics, density, absorption and fluorescence
over a wide spectrum of electromagnetic and
particle radiations, and so forth° This
work will be confined to what are essentially
the conventional or common properties° More
specialized matters such as surface chemistry
and surface physics, radiation damage, fission
track studies and thermoluminescence should
be undertaken, presumably by specialists with-
in the mineralogical or geochemical groups°
A complete petrographic description of solid
aggregates, including study of the accessory
constituents, with interpretation of the
assemblages observed°
In the case of new phases or new phase assem-
blages that are encountered, and especially
where the information would be of geochemi-
cal or geophysical interest, experimental
studies would be undertaken of the phase
transformations and phase equilibria as a
function of temperature and pressure°
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(f) It is evident _hat each individual sample
will accumulate a history of observations and
measurements, and will be subjected to vari-
ous environmental conditions and opportuni-
ties for contamination° This information
must be centrally recorded and passed on
to each new investigator of the sample°
Section IV _I _ __._ "
FIRST REPORT - GEOCHEMISTRY PLANNING TEAM
A . INTRODUCTION
I I II I IIii I I ii
This is the first report of the Apollo geochemistry plan-
ning team. The group has so far held three meetings, the
second in connection with the _anned Lunar Exploration
Symposium at Houston in June° On that occasion the other
science teams were also present, and we had an opportunity
to review our recommendations and requirements along with
those of other groups° An effective consensus seems to have
resulted.
While this report goes beyond the brief statement issued
after our April meeting, it will be obvious that it is not a
finished product° The special skills and interests of com-
mittee members are reflected in the extended coverage of
certain topics° Others may have been correspondingly short-
changed° These reservations, however, do not apply to the
main recommendations and conclusions of the report°
At the outset it seems useful to place geochemistry in
the context of the scientific objectives of the Apollo pro-
gram. The central questions about the moon have to dowith
its origin and history, and the light these can shed on the
origin and history of the solar system° So far we have been
limited by distance in attempting to solve these _roblemso
Though a number of theories have strong partisans, the issues
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cannot apparently be resolved without a closer examination.
The moon may have originated at a distance from the
earth and later been captured by it; it may have grown along
with the earth as a "double planet" system; it may have been
torn out of the earth after the latter's formation. In its
later history the moon may have been and remained a cold
rigid body, modified only by occasional meteoritic impact
and minor local heating. Or it may have had an extensive
history of melting, volcanism, and crustal evolution like
the earth.
In gaining our present understanding of the earth and of
meteorites, chemical and isotopic data have been of crucial
importance. The same will surely be true in resolving these
Issues about the moon, and in the growth of our understanding
thereafter.
With these objectives in view the geochemical portion of
the Apollo science program will now be discussed. The next
(and largest) section deals with sample return. We consider
tl_is to be the most important part of the program. The later
sections will discuss active experiments, passive experiments,
and in-flight experiments recommended for lunar orbital
_Isslons Finally, there will be a summary of conclusions
and recommeedations.
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B. Sample Return
J |i
I. General
I I I I III I
Present plans for the early Apollo missions call for the
return of up to eighty pounds of lunar surface matter (In-
cluding containers) in a volume of 2°2 cubic feet. The return
of this material will be a scientific event of the first mag-
nitude. We expect the geochemical data obtained from these
specimens to be far more significant than geochemical data
obtained on the surface of the moon itself (with some special
reservations discussed in the appropriate sections)° It may
be well to begin by listing some reasons for this:
1. In all areas of geochemistry laboratory equipment in
the hands of experts surpasses (usually by a wide margin)
the capability of field instrumentation, especially where
the latter may be degraded by a hostile environment.
This applies to precision, sensitivity, and reliability.
Sampling is under much better control°
2° The proposed sample size is sufficient for a very
large number and variety of experiments while allowing
preservation of a major portion for the future°
3o Successive generations of experiments, each develop-
ing out of data and conclusions from earlier ones, are
incomparably easier to carry out in the laboratory.
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Time is not press_ngj .nH hnth _nn...£,,. .n_ _.n_4_..
can evolve as the program proceeds°
4. Results of one kind may suggest experiments of another.
The entire scientific community will be drawn in. A
single successful mission can lesd to years of fruitful
work, as well as to constructive modifications of the
sampling program for later missions°
The sections that follow will deal with the stages of the
sampling program in chronological order°
B, 2 Development of Sampling and Packaging Methods
!
Development of sampling and packaging methods is the flrst_
_s,. of the program. This development must take into account '
our ignorance of surface conditions on the moon° The remarka-
:_,_. photographs taken by Ranger VII appear only to eliminate
sume of the more extreme possibilities. There is need to
keep in mind two crucial and apparently contradictory notions.
First, no effort should be spared to make sampling and pack-
aging conform to the highest standards that now exist or can
be developed. Second, any sample obtained under even half-
way decen_ conditions will be extremely valuable° The astron-
auts should be given the tools and training to do the best _
pczsible Job, in a limited time, but only considerations of
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personal safety shou_ld be allow ed_co interfere with the return
of a substantial mass of sample.
The sample containers must conform to mission require-
ments. They should be made of a clean, sterile, and easily
identified material, easily vacuum sealed. The materials
should be non-magnetic if possible. The existence of a hard
vacuum on the lunar surface makes gas containment a secondary
objective for most surface materials. The hardest possible
vacuum should be preserved in samples specially gathered for
some experiments; in general a modest vacuum (10 -6 Torr) or
inert atmosphere (probably N2) will suffice. It is possible
that for certain samples high pressure containers or refriger-
ation would be needed, and these should be available at least
for use on later missions.
To ensure success and flexibility this development should
proceed along more than one track°
Sampling tools present another problem° A variety of
physical forms may be encountered, ranging from loose powder
to dense rock° Standard geologist's tools may not be suita-
ble, or their use may require special techniques. Contam-
ination is a very serious problem for these unique samples.
Electrostatic effects will be a nuisance, and perhaps a haZard .
Here, too, is an area for immediate and diverse development.
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Sampling strategy and procedures need to be studied the-
oretically and experimentally° While detailed advance in-
:_tructlons may be useless, a general sampling strategy must
be developed. The development of such a scheme is in part
a task for the present committee°
As a rough guide we suggest the following° A few large
coherent samples should be taken of materials that appear to
be representative. These will permit parallel and serial
experiments on samples whose relative positions are known°
Depth, orientation and position must be accurately recorded°
_t the same time a large number of small samples should be
gathered to give some idea of the range of materials encountered,
_nd esDecially in order to guide sampling on later missions°
:_ _e should be room for a little of anything that "looks
_n_restJns". A method of labelling is needed which is posi-
_Ivo and requires little or no attention from the astronaut°
o_e samples for special purposes will require special
attention on the moon (e.g. high vacuum samples)° In addition,
if further materials of any sort can be put in odd corners of
the spacecraft, it will be most useful°
Finally, special survey instruments are needed to assist
_n identifying suitable samples° Solar radiation and parti-
cles may well have darkened all rocks to a similar shade, and
_._ conditions of illumination and observation will probably
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make the eye of less service than on earth. We need simple,
light and rugged instruments to identify similarities and
differences among rocks, and as an aid to identification.
.Such instruments might also benefit terrestrial field studies.
Some possibilities for this will be described in section (C).
Bo3 Astronaut Training
The present astronaut training procedures seem to be
meeting the goal of knowledge of the elements of geologic
practice and theory, and experience in the problems of field
work. We may hope that the impossible achievement of know-
ledge without bias has at least been kept in view° We venture
to suggest that more contact with outside centers of planetary
and meteoritic research, and with the clashing ideas held by
leaders in these fields, would be useful° It would also be
easy to arrange.
The new sclentlst-astronauts should have time and oppor-
tunity for continuing research, preferably at major research
centers°
At the proper time the astronauts will obviously require
detailed instruction in sampling and packaging procedures, and
in the proposed sampling strategy°
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B.a Sample Return and Unpackagin_
This stage of the program was discussed extensively at
Houston and again at our November meeting in Washington. It
was agreed by our group and by senior members of a number of
the teams, that a central storage and unpackaging facility
of modest scale is required, and that this should be located
at MSC in Houston. Facilities for cleaning, handling and
manipulating samples in vacuum, and behind suitable biologi-
cal barriers, should be available. The first group of reconn-
aissance measurements, to be discussed below, would be done
there. This would also require some space and instrumental
facilities.
It is clear that these facilities need not be monumental
in scale. A new committee has now been formed to develop
detailed requirements for this facility. This committee has
members from the various teams including Gast and Arnold from
this one. There will be continued interchange of ideas.
Procedures for unpackaging and handling should now be
ander development, as part of the packing development dis-
_ussed above. Gas transfer is a special aspect of this
problem.
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Under this proposal MSC would assume the very serious
responsibility for maintenance of records, a_d _for preserving
the samples. There will be heavy demands for "souvenirs"
and a clear policy against this will be needed° The dis-
tribution of specimens should, of course, be carried out
according to a policy agreed on in advance, and under the
detailed guidance of a qualified and representative scien-
tific committee (see below)°
B_5 The Experimental Program
ao General
The aim of the whole effort discussed here is to maximize
the advance in knowledge resulting from the Apollo program°
For this purpose we must choose (or recruit) the best avail-
able people in each field, and this group of experimenters
must prepare a coherent strategy° We cannot draw up final
plans now, but the shape of the program seems clear. It is
also possible to predict in some detail the types of measure-
ment presently most likely to be useful. Later developments
will be more likely to add to this list than remove items.
We will discuss the stages, again in chronological order°
bo Choice of Experimenters
Once a type of experiment is given, it is not difflcult
for colleagues to agree on a short list of the leading prac-
tltioners of it. We give below a number of likely experiments,
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and we could easily enough put down such names for each item.
The method of choice is subjective, but the lists drawn by
•i_ifferent committees would not differ much. There is an
immense difference, too, between these people and the average
worker. A continuing effort must be made to draw them in_
while at the same time encouraging others outside the circle
_o sppl_.
We must also ensure that experimenters selected for the
program devote a preper share of effort to preparation for
the samples, and to the samples themselves° To this end the
i
_ommlttee urges that a program of "dry runs" be carried out
by prospective experimenters, Wherever this is possible.
Such a program might consist of analyses of standard _amples,
_:uch as those made available by the U. So Geological Survey
_nd the National Bureau of Standards. Interlaboratory com-
_arlsons of this sort have an important value for terrestrial
_eochemlstry as well. They will undoubtedly lead to improve-
ment of technique. Performance on these tests should be
t_h_ of as a more objective criterion for the final distri-
bution of samples. We recommend that this program be a con-
_Inuing responsibility of the appropriate teams and that
funds be made available by NASA for its support.
c. Proposed Schedule of Experiments
After dlscusslons with other teams, particularly the
_iologist_, we now foresee three stages in the experimental
|.° ''_
°,
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programo The first stage will occupy the four week period ot
biological teatingo This Wi_l Include experiments In which
time is of the essence, such as gamma ray measurement|. It
will also include such rough characterization of_the materla_
as can reasonably be carried out behind a stringent biological
barrier0 First stage experiments now identifiable are thesez
Io The gamma ray spectrum of one or more massive
samples must be measured. This contains important information
concerning the cosmic ray and _article bombardment of the
lunar surface, some of which will disappear with the dee&y of
short-lived nuclides. The analysis of one or more samples
should begin within hours of their arrival on earth° Measure-
ments at appropriate intervals over a year or more can yield
data on a large number of nuclides° These analyses can be
carried ou% Qn samples in the original containers and are
truly non-destruetiveo A rough measurement of the concentra-
tion of K and posrsibly also U and Th will be available quickly
from this analysis; quite accurate values can be obtained
after some time°
2_ Sensitive structural experiments° Any structural
parameters which would be altered by accumulation of a mono-
layer of inert gas must be studied before such a layer accum-
ulates° In the present state of the art th_s takes less than
a month, but perhaps #uture advances san remove this require-
mento In any case such Studies should be provided for in a
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_,_>d_st "hard vacuum" facility at Houston°
3. Gas experiments. The gas "in" the samples, defined
z that resisting bakeout at a few hundred degrees Centigrade,
c_ _e studied at leisure. However, surface gas (if any)
0_esent "on" samples may have to be looked at quickly0
At the same time along with tests for bioiog_c_l hazardsj
_il samples of loose material wii1 be available for Sci_n-
'_J_ exam_Aatlon. The main tools to be used behind bhe _
bl logical _arrler, for this gener_l cha_&cterizatione will
i. MineraloKy (see repoP_ _9 that team) o
2. One (or at most two) simple analytical instruments°
Yhe optical spectrograph seems most generally useful herej
_o_o!ally _nce only the sample-source system need be be-
hi_d _he barrter. It is possi_ that x-ray diffraction-
f_uorescence equipment would also be worth while, though
:;t present we think not.
At the end of this first stage enough information would
: available for distribution of samples for many purposes_
_r o_erm, aholes o_ sample size and _pe a_e |_o_,Y _Le_
_: _dent on detailed characterization of the range of ma_er-
'_Ls available. Here a second stage of more detailed analysis
w:!Ll be required. Some of this will be done at Houston, and
_ elsewhere. The third stage, of major experimentz involving
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many experimenters, will not begin or terminate sharply.
Generations of measurements will build on previous ones.
However, throughout this process, there must be detailed
planning and close contact between groups to insure wise
use of material°
d0 Later Experiments
Some later experiments of use for purposes of character-
ization follow° These woald generally be carried out on the
bench or in an inert atmosphere°
lo Micro- and semi mlcroanalysls. Elements analyzed
and sample sizes for sillcates: Si, AI, Total Fe,
Mg, Ca, Na, K, Tio Required 6 mgo Accuracy 0.5%
for major elements° To do H20 _ and Fe0, and F
requires 20 mgo additional. Other minerals: up
to 25 mgo required, depending on composition.
2° X-ray fluorescence for major constituents from Mg
up°
(a) Non-destructlve: Requires finely ground
samples (300 mesh or less)o Sample slze -
I0 mgo minimum° Aocuracy 2"3% of the value
determined, provided closely similar standards
are available°
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(b) Destructive: (fusion_pf sample and addition of
an absorbing element)° Sample size 50-100 mgo,
accuracy 1_2% of the amount present° Preliminary
results indicate that l0 mgo can be analyzed,
with some loss of accuracy°
3. Electron microprobe_ For analysis of individual
grains of minerals down to l0 microns in diameter°
Accuracy about 5% for light elements (Mg and above),
2% for heavier elements°
4. Quantitative Spectrographic Analysis
(a) Regular procedure: Minimum sample l0 mgo, but
usually done in duplicate° Overall accuracy
+15%o
(b) Microspec_rographic: Minimum,sample 1 mg.
5_ Neutron Activation Analysis. Instrumental neutron
activation analysis is_ currently used for O, F, Na,
A1, Si, Cr, Mn, Fe, Co, and Cuo Sample size may be
up to one gram. Accuracy _3% in favorable cases°
Essentially a non-destructive method°
Other less certain possibilities for this stage include
_,ark mource mass spectrometry, _he ion emission micro-probe
!i_or light elements) and alpha scattering° With care the same
_mples may be used for several kinds of analyses.
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eo Naln ProgP_n'
Finally we come to themain program itself° Here it is
very h_rd to be deflnite, A serious case can be made that we
should analyze for every_possible stable and radioactive iso-
tope ofevery possible element, in as many distinct specimens
or phases as may be available in sufficient quantity. Economy
of sample and time are the only obvious limitations. Rather
than attempt a coherent account of partlc_lar experiments
this sectlon will contain comments taken in large Part'from
materlal-submltted_by committee memb4rso
Io Soals_in LunarMaterlals Analysis (Gast):
The analyses outlined in this program are not primarily
an exercise in the analysis • of unknown materials° They:are
aimed at answering as many fundamental question_regardlnE
the moon as possible within the limitatlons imposed by sampling.
It is clearly impossible to anticipate all or the ways _n
_whlch isotopic:and Chemical'data on isolated samples may
lead to inferences on the structure and composition of _he moon°
It is, however, possible to suggest several lines of evidence
which may be instructive° In general, the goal is that
isotopic and Chemical composition of a few samples may allow
us to place the moon in a sort of planetary chemical contexto
At present, this context consists of two extensive sets of
chemical and isotopic data I) for terrestrial"materials and
2) for meteoritic materials°
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_everal parameters which would be particularly illuminating
are_ ]) the abundance of K, Rb, U, Th, Pb and Sr, 2) the
Isotopic composition of lead and strontium, 3"_ the absolute
And relative abundance of the rare earth elements, 4) the
_<_;t_ation and isotope composition of rare gases°
The isotopic composition of a particular lead or strontium
_ample is determined by the relative abundance of U and Pb or
!_b and Sr In all of the chemical systems in which this partic-
ular sample has resided and the length of time spent on each
s_stem. In a differentiated "geologically active" body
,_u_a as the earth, the averaging over different systems is
_ignificant. In "geologically passive" bodies such as the
source of chondritic meteorites, there is virtually no
_,eraKing effect. In the _irst situation, a single specimen
_=_s information on the relative abundance of Rb and Sr and
+ Th and Pb for a much larger volume than the local environ-
nt of the specimen. In the second situation, the age of
_ entire body may be inferred from the isotope compositions.
This can be clarified by a more specific example° It has
<_cently been suggested that the meso-slderites and basaltic
hondr_t_ originate from the moon° It has also been shown
_at the earth h_s a much lewe_ abundanoe of Rb relative to
than chondrites, as well as a much higher abundance of K
_tlve tc U and Th than chondritic meteorites° DetermAna-
i i_ , of t_e isotope composition of strontium as well as the K w
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Rb, U, Th content from _helunar materials should resolve
this question rather quickly. If the moon is on theaverage
earthlike or achondritic, Sr87/Sr86- ratios should not exceed
0°725 and more probably fall around 0o703, even if it is
differentiated° If it is chondritic, the Sr87/Sr 86 ratios
should fall above 0°750°
The rare earth abundances may be particularly diagnostic
in determining the extent to which the moon has been differ-
entiated° It is significant that in spite of verysignlfi-
cane differences in composition, the relative abundance_of
the rare earths in the basaltic achondrites and the chondrites
is identical° Similarly, terrestrial rocks somewhat similar
to the achondrites have chondritic relative rare-earth abundances°
The nonchondritic meteorites and most terrestrial materials have
relative rareearthabundances which indicate somefractionationo
}
The relative abundance of rare earths in the lunar surface should
distinguish differentiated material Prom "undifferentiated material
even if the initial moon is identical to basaltic achondriteo
The rare gas abundances in lunar materials, in particular
He and At, will when coupled with U, Th and K content yield a
gas retention age, which again will be an indication of whether
or not rock forming events have taken place in the r_cent history
of the. moono Theabundance of other rare sases - Ne, Xe, Kr -
in the rocks may be the most sensitive indicator of the extent
to which solar wind accretion is
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Important on the lunar surface.°
Finally by way of proposing speclflc analyses, _I will
_,','_..an example of what I think could be learned from a 1-2
_-._m piece by mass spectrometryo
Io Sr isotope composition and conc, down to 0.5 ppm Sro
2. Ca and Ba c0nco and partial isotope compositions
down to 0.5 ppm Bao
_._ K, Rb and Cs abundance, possibly K40/K 39o
4. U and Th abundance down to 0°2 ppm Uo
5. Lead content with partial isotope composition°
Pb 206-, Pb 207 and Pb 20_, o Quality of"isotope composl.
tion depends on conc0 if'less than 5 ppmo .pb206/pb 20_
ratio could be combined with activation determined
pb206/pb204 ratio°
_css!bl_ additional determinations:
I. La, Eu, Nd, and Sm
2. Ag, Cd, Zno"
2, Stable Isotope Effects (Clayton)
Important chemical isotope effects are expected for
hydrogen, carbon, nitrogen, oxygen, silicon and sulfur. If
_he lunar matter had a different history of proton bombard-
ment in the young solar system, the concentrations of D,
I_,. NIS, 017 and the isotopes of lithium, beryllium, and boron
a dlffcr from terrestiral values°
• w
w"
In order to get the most use of chemical:isotOpe effects,
Samples ofmeasurements on separatedphases;a_eesSential.
the order of one millimole of the element _in question are
required for the conventional gas source mass spectrometric
analysis° For these fairly abundant elements, contamination
i • i
is not a very serious problem, so that it. would be possible
to use material which had previously been used for other
measurements, such as measurements of physical properties,
Since currently used techniques for oxygen extramtion_•involve
fluoxination of silicates_ with SiF 4 as 'a by-product, it would
be desirable to use this gas as the sample for silicon •isotope
• j
analysis o
In summary, I would recommend that •oxygen and silicon
isotopes be measured immediately on about 50 milligrams of
whole rock° Hydrogen, carbon, nttrogen-and_sulfur, probably
present in lower concentrations, woul_ requ•ire more sample,
and may be deferred a while° If minera1_Separation proves
feasible, _sotope fractionation effects should be m_asured in•
the separated phases for oxygen • and silicon and any o_her ....
•i
elements of this group in adequate concentration° The de-
cision ¢n lithium, beryllium and boron Can await the deter-
mination of their elemental concentrations°
3_
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U. S. Geological Survey Methods for Lunar Program (Fleiseher)
Wet Chemical Meth0ds '
I. Conventional rock and mineral analysis.
2, Micro and semimicro analysis of rocks and minerals.
3. Minor or trace elements._
Spectrochemical Methods
_ Semi-Quantitatlve spectrochemical analysis by Powder
D. C. Arc Method°
2. QuantltativeSpectrochemical Analysis by Powder
D° C° Arc Methodo
3. Microspectrochemical Analysis of Minerals.
4, Spectrochemical De_ermlnation of Lead in Zircon for
Lead-Alpha Age Measurements°
5. Quantitative Determination of Hf and Zro D-C Arc
Method, using the Direct Reading Spectrometer.
6. Rare Alkalis - Do C. Arc - K2CO 3 buffer - solid
sample (silicates)
7. Rotating Disc - HoVo spark-solution analyses°
8. Pl_sma _rc - sQlutlon analy_e_
9. Fusion pellet method, multisource excitation using
the direct reading spectrometer°
I0° Direct Reader - Do Co Powder°
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Spectrochemlcal Methods,- Denver Laboratories
(A) Techniques
(I) Six-step semiquantltatlve method.
Ref. Geol Survey Bull0 1084-1 and Branch Chief memo
dated Aug. 24, 1961o
(2) Quantitative method
Ref. Geol. Survey Bull. I084-G.
(3) Modified Harvey Carbon powder method.
Ref. Book by C. E° Harvey on Spectrochemical
Procedures, Applies Research Labs, 1950o
Electron M_croDrobe and XNra_ Fluoregcence Ana;xsis
(A) Qualitative
(B) Quantitative - X-ray fluorescence
(I) Non-destructive powder techniques
(2) Quantitative analysis with altering of the sample
(3) Soft X-ray analysis
(4) Electron probe
Fleischer's report gives detailed information on these methods:
sample size, elements, precision, etc.
4. Phase separations
Our ability to make clean separations of mineral phases _n
terrestrial materials is still marginal in man_ Snstances.
Present methods often use material lavishly in order to
o•
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obtain small concentrates. Little progress has been made with
flne-grained rocks. An effort in this area is needed over the
next few years, if we are to use lunar materials effectively
and economically. Again improved methods would be of great
benefit for terrestrial geochemistry. This subject is inti-
mately connected with the statistical sampling problem. We
hope the mineralogy team will push this.
5. Emission Spectrography (Turekian)
The most general instrument to provide a reasonable
semlquantitative estimate of the major and minor elements is
the emission spectrograph. All other techniques either
require more material or are more specific. The following
scheme can be used for the most immediate information for
the least amount of material. It is also insensitive to the
type of silicate being analyzed. The quantity of material
listed is the amount necessary for a triplicate determination:
l) Major elements: l0 mg of sample mixed with a large
amount (e.g. equal to or greater than the sample) of strontium
carbonate. Using the DC arc, reasonably satisfactory semi-
quantitative results can be obtained for the major elements
Ca, Mg, Si, A1, Fe (total), Na and Ko
2) Minor elements: 20 mg of sample mixed in equal
parts with "Spec-pure" calcium carbonate can be analyzed
for a host of trace elements using as internal standard the
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iron already in the sample and previously determined. All
the-trace elements Rb, sr, and Ba, to the limit of their
sensitivities in the DC arc, can be determined in this
manner o
In a separate set of arcings Sr and Ba can be determined
in the above mixture using calcium as an internal standard.
As the calcium from the "Spec-pure ''_ calcium carbonate swamps
the calcium in the rock (for most rocks) the semiquantitative
nature of the calcium determination has a minimum effect and
the strontium and barium determinations can be quantitative
(see Turekian, Gast, and Kulp, 1957; and Turekian and Carr,
1961).
Rubidium may be determined by mixing I0 mg of the sample
with "Spec-pure" potassium chloride or potassium carbonate
and using the DC arc, photographing only the alkali emission
to diminish the cyanogen background which envelopes the
rubidium lines.
A total of 40 mg will give results of fairly high quality
for initial reconnaissance within two days.
6. Activation Analysis
This is the most widely used method for trace-element
analysis in the meteorite field, and is also of growing
importance in terrestrial geochemistry° Its use has resulted
in a drastic lowering of abundance estimates for many ele-
ments D and a qualitative improvement in precision. Instrumental
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methods not involving wet chemistry can sometimes be used, so
that samples are available for other purposes. Meinke has
madeavailable detailed information on this type of analysis.
7. Bombardment Effects (Arnold)
Cosmic rays produce new stable and radioactive nuclides
in meteorites. The study of these has increased our know-
ledge of meteorites and provided the only available informa-
tion on the history of cosmic radiation over time scales
longer than that of C140 Measurements on lunar samples will
be most profitable. The great hope is that cosmic-ray-produced
K40 will be measurable in some K-poor phase, and that this
can tell us something definite about the cosmic ray intensity
on a billlon-year time scale° Accurate long-time erosion
rates may also be obtainable° The development of fossil cosmic-
ray tracks is another possibility@
The gamma ray experiments described above would at best
give information on perhaps one third of the radioactive
bombardment products of interest, and on none of the stable
ones° For the B and x-ray emitters meteorite samples on a
kilogram scale have been usefully employed. Minimum sample
size for a useful broad program on cosmic ray products is a
few hundred grams. The measureable stable products will
probably include the rare gases; others such as Sc, Ca
isotopes, K isotopes, elements of the Li, Be, B group, will
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be accessible only if sufficiently pure targets are available.
Bombardment by solar particles and photons of all energies
may have profoundly altered the exposed surface materials. A
variety of measures of radiation effects have been used. The
choice of methods will depend on the character and intensity
of the bombardment.
8. Gas experiments. There is a very rich group of possible
gas experiments in addition to the few discussed above. The
rare gases, and organic fragments, provide exciting posslbill-
ties for analysis. The _ork of Reynolds, Nier, and their
coworkers, among other groups, has been outstanding here.
This field makes special demands for sophistication of tech-
nique and data analysis. The high vacuum samples described
earlier would be largely devoted to such analy_es. It is
assumed that each of these would be transported unopened to
the laboratory where it was to be analyzed, and treated
there according to a sequential program.
C. Active Experiments
For the early Apollo missions, an active experiment must
be of extraordinary _mportance to compete with observation
and sample collection for the astronauts' very limited time.
In the geochemical area we know of none which can do so, in
its own right_ At the same time, instruments whicl_ can furnish
guidance for sample selection will be most useful°
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The idea_ instrument of this type would give an elemen-
tary (or mineral) analysis of surface material, without sample
preparation, rapidly and with an accuracy of a few percent.
No such gadget exists. At the lower limit of usefulness is
a device which could indicate sizable differences in compo-
sition between two materials, without identifying them,
Any useful instrument must be portable - perhaps on a
"Eugene's staff".
A magnetometer may be one useful device of this class.
The presence of magnetite or free metal could easily be
seen. Since there appears to be a serious possibility that
one or more of these substances will be encountered, develop-
ment of such a device appears worthy of support.
More general analytical instruments might include the
nondispersive x-ray fluorescence spentrometer, gamma ray
spectrometer, alpha scattering, neutron activation, x-ray
diffraction and dispersive x-ray fluorescence. Studies in
connection with the unmanned program suggest that only the
first two can be considered for the present purpose, in the
current state of _he srto
Non-dispersive x-ray fluorescence requires a source of
excitation, one (or perhaps two) proportional counter tubes,
and provision for pulse height analysis° The source excites,
the proportional counter detects, and the pulse height
analysis displays characteristic radiation representative
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of sample composition.
With available band widths it would appear practical to
telemeter proportional counter pulses in real time, and do
all data reduction by computer on earth, relaying back the
final results verbally.
A. D. Metzger at JPL and co-workers have obtained promls-
Ing results with this method. It appears likely that rough
quantitative analyses could be made in 30 seconds distinguish-
ing Mg-AI-Si, S, K-Ca, and the Fe group, This would be
really useful for sampling. Perhaps even individual elements
can be measured. Further development may enhance this capa-
bility.
Gamma ray instruments are standard in terrestrial field
work. On earth they respond mainly to K and U, Th, and their
daughters. On the moon cosmic-ray effects may be prominent,
if these radioactive elements are low in abundance. The
count rate of a small crystal may be low, however, and thus
this technique may be limited to qualitative distinctions.
Simple devices which test strength, density, or other
physical parameters are also werth considering.
D. Passive Experiments
This subject has received little discussion at our
meetings. The general arguments against active experiments
do not apply here, and it is clear that there are passive
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scientific experiments of major importance (e.g. the seismograph).
We do not at present have any recommendations for passive
experiments in the particular area of our charge. Passive
experiments are most appropriate where properties are a
function of time, or where data gathering is inherently slow.
The lunar atmosphere may present such a case. So may
emanations from beneath the surface, though this is somewhat
"far out" at the moment. In any case another team is con-
sidering gas measurements in situo
E. In-Flight Experiments
In-flight experiments are not now a part of the Apollo
program as such° They come under proposed Manned Lunar
Orbital Missions instead. However, our committee has
considered them, and wishes to register here its strong in-
terest in a number of them. A close lunar orbiter would
allow useful geochemical mapping of the moon by means of
Io Gamma rays
2o X-rays
3o The vacuum UoVo
4o The optical region
5° Infrared
6° Radio waves
7. Neutrons
8. Protons
9. Alpha and Beta particles
I0. Other electrons
S_mary an_ Rec_mendatio n
The following is an attempt to summarize the key points
of this report, not necessarily in order of importance.
I. Sample return is the dominant portion of the Apollo
science program, where geochemistry is concerned. A large
mass must be brought back, under the best conditions of
sampling and preservation if possible, but anyway brought
back somehow.
2. Sample containers should be under development now.
They should meet a variety of specifications, but notall
need to be ideal in all respects. This remark appl_es
particularly to vacuum.
3. Sampling tools also need development Row.
4. The strategy of sampling needs further considera-
tion. At present we recommend ta_king a few large represen-
tative samples of known orientation, along with a large number
of small ones representing the range of materials encountered.
5. Survey instruments are needed to supplement the eye
in characterizing possible samples.
6. The best workers in each geochemical field should be
encouraged to participate in the laboratory program, along
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with others whose names are not well known. A program of
preparation, including "dry runs", will aid in planning proper
sample distribution, and improve the general level of work
done with the samples. This preparatory program ought to be
funded specially by NASA°
7. The biological control to be maintained durin_ _he
first four weeks will inhibit geochemical work. Early exper-.
iments should be confined to those (i) where information will
be lost by waiting, or (2) which can yield preliminary data
useful for planning later experiments, and are simple enough
to carry out readily behind a biological barrier. These
experiments are discussed in the text.
8. A major and well chosen portion of the sample must
be set aside at once in proper custody as a reserve for the
distant future. Within the remaining material, sample allot-
ment should be in strong and proper hands. A policy against
"souvenirs" will be necessary.
9. No passive experiments in the geochemical area are
presently recommended°
i0. While it is outside our present charge strictly
speaking, the committee wishes to reaord its great interest
in the geochemical results obtainable from a lunar orbiting
mission.
Passive
Secti_ V
Lunar Seismic Experiment
Passive Seismology Planning Team
/
F, Press_ _,,=_.'.,_,,
M. Ewing
O. II. Sutton
R. Kovach
A passive seismic experim_t on the moon utilizes
seismic waves from moonquahes, meteorite impacts, and other
sources to study the sources themselves, as well as the
internal constitution and state of the moon. Lunar selsml-
city, that is the statistics of moonquakes, is an index of
strain accumulation and release. It relates ultimately to
the thermal history and the current thermal regime of the
moon. Selsmicity is also an index of the origin of
surface features, such as faulting, volcanism, and impacts.
The correlation of lunar features with epicenters of seismic
events will enable us to say something significant about
the origin of the surface features. A single seismic system
on the moon can give rough azimuths and distances, so that
epicenters can be obtained with sufficient precision to make
this correlation° Meteorite impacts would provide seismic
sources the same way that underground explosions dOo These
impacts would be difficult to separate from lunar quakes,
except that the first motion would always be compresslonalo
It may well be that one of the best indicators of the cross
section of meteors in space will be the seismic experiment°
Roughly speaking, the seismic experiment is also a micro-
meteorite experiment with the entire surface of the moon
serving as a sensor. Finally, seismic waves may be used to
infer properties of the lunar interior. It is surprising
how much can be accomplished with a single three-axls
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static. Node_n Uthods of analysis of surface waves enable
us to _coveF phase and group velocities of surface waves
which have repeatedly circled the /con. Free oscillations
..
_OF the moon, iF they were recorded, make it possible for a
e_le statlQn't_ explore the lunar interior through to the
center. The _vest mode of oscillation is approximately
thirteen to f_ft_em minutes, which may well be _wlthin the
range of the instrument. Distinct from surface waveS, body
waves, or seismic rays, could be used to reveal the presence
or absence of a lunar core, velocity reversals _n_the moon,
and mechanism of lunar tremors. The absorption of seismic
waves indicates the_enelastic properties of the moon. This
can be Obtained from the Q of the free oscillat_ona, the
absorp%_on coefficient of propagating waves, or the decay of
surface waves whlch_repeatedly circle the moon. As a result
of recent work, _t is now possible to invert such data as
Q_versus period to _btain a Q versus depth curve. This may
be correlated with temperatures_ materials, the presence
of zones of partial melting, etc. The density-depth function
in the moon can be recovered if the compresalonal and shear
ve'_ocity structure i_.knOwn. Thus the S_ismlc e_periment
contributes go this _mportant aspeat of the lunar interior.
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Much information and experience hs.s been obtained _n
recent years in the design and fabrication of seismographs
for use on the moon. In connection with the Ranger program
a single-axls short period selsmometer was designed and con-
structed. For the Surveyor program, a three-axis seismometer
system was designed, constructed, and is now being readied
as flight hardware. This system covers both intermediate,
shert and long periods° The prototype of a three-axle
system for use on possible Surveyor follow-on programs has
been .completed. It also responds to short and long periods; ....
its response is not as long as the Surveyor instrument, how-
ever, its weight is lesso With this backlog of experience,
the system which will emerge for Apollo will have had the
benefit of many years of prior effort°
It is proposed that the Apollo's passive seismic system
be composed of a three-axls seismograph, capable of respond-
ing to short and long periods° It should be designed to op-
erate for at least six months in a continuous fashion. It
wouldbe placed on the moon by an astronaut, whose duties
may be as simple as placing the equipment on the lunar sur-
face, or as complex as adjusting the bandpass and gain of
the instrument in the light of lunar seismic noise°
Since difficulties increase rapidly with seismometer
pendulum period, it is suggested that the free period of
these be made only as long as necessary to achieve the_de -
sired,.long period response when in combination with filter
shaping. The possibilit_ of providing several passbands
with individually adjustable magnification controls and
signal l_vel indicators should be studied. "The astronaut
can set magnification to the maximum v_ue compatible with
noise in each band, The outputs could then be combined to
record on a slngle channel. In addition to the three-axis
system, we recommend the inclusion Of a single short period
vertical seismometer,. This unit could have a size roughly
one-quarter that of the Ranger seismometer. Its total weight
would be of the order of 10q/o 0f the three-axis system.
It would serve as a backup device should more comple_
long period apparatus fail. _ would also serve to record
sho_t period body waves, thereby enabling us to decrease
baDdwidths required for the long period seismographs.
Suggested seismometer parameters:
Three-axis system: Seismometers free period: 3 - i0 sec.
Short period single axis seismometer: 1/2 - 1 see.
Damping_ (.near) critical.
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Transducersz '
Displacement for signal for three axis system with
damping and mass position feedback serve through velocity
transducer; velocity transducer for single axis seismometer.
(Type of displacement transducers to be selected by compari-
son of experience ofthe.groups with various types.)
Frecue._cyregp0nse:
D. C. - 2 cps, separately controlled in three bando for
three-axls system. 0.5 - 5 cps for single axis.
Dynamic ;ran_, a_d dlst.0rtllop:
Not less than 40 db range analog, withamplitude dla-
tortion not greater than i0°/o, phase distortion calibrated.
Magnification capability (minimum) :
Short-period band - 106
Mid-period band i05
Long-period band 10 4
a threshold indicator.
Power consumption,"
Power:
I watt continuous; 3 dc levels regulated under _
28 volta.
Each b&nd to be fitted with_a magnification control and
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Approx. I watt hour initial levellnE (e. E. 1/4 lmp.p
12 volts for 20 m_nutes)o
Approx. 1/_0 watt hour each day For level adjustment
!
(e.s. 1/_ am. 12 volts, for 20 sec).
Distance for power transmission: 10-20 ft.
Peaks, Pyr0 b_ttery, needed one t£me only.
Level accoenodation:
Three-axis-' system: Se_voedgimbal to aocmmodate
15 ° or less - automatic ro_h levelprobably not required
sin4e tnstrumen_ will be posltioned_nually on a prepared
sLte. Masses to be continuously se_voed to sero by feed-
back of processed transducer 'STROP signal'; gross correct tons
by'mechanlcal adjustment actuated by error signal.
One-axls system: 30 °
Tem_erature_an_envirprunentto!er_nce:
0 to + 70 ° 'C operating,..-SQ ° to + 1250 C storage or
en_oute, "_
No vacuum tolerance required, instruments can be sealed
in a case with an atmosphere m if necessarY.
Radiatiom tolerance as dictated by future studies.
1&
@
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Weight,, and vq_ume:
Using the already developed Lamont and Caltech models
as a basls, it is estimated that such a seismometer package
would weigh less than 25 lbs. and be between 600 and 1200
cu. In. in volume exclusive of heat screensj and power
supply.
Telemetr_:
Central multiplexer and AD converter for all experiments
is desirable.
Range-3. axis system: greater than 40 db snalog
I axis seismometer: 40 db analog
Sample rate: 3 axls: 3 channels, 5 samples/sec, each
- sample I0 bits
1 axis: 2 channels, I0 samples/sec, each
sample 7 bits
3 engineering channels .at less than 1
bit/seco
Bits/sec total system less than 300 bits/seco
-8-
T_N,, ' _ehedule:
With a fllg_ht date estimated at September. 1968. it Is
suggested that 18 months be allotted to development of the
model instrument _ and 18 mo_thl allowed the flight unit ven-
dor for flnallzins end teat_Ko Al1_wing a buffer period of
S months, this wili _lelAver flASht hsrdware one year An
&dvance of the suggested flight dat@. Power supply data
ato_age roeorder, a_ heat screen dee_n can parallel the
seismometer packate :desire to an extent that these will be
ready for flnall_Am_ __ t_ samo perlo_ aS _e selSm@meter
package.
: This is a close schedul6 for such An experiment and
would require close cooperation between our _oupsa and
coor_inatAon with vendo_8 of auxiliary e_u_pnent,
During the_ir_t two yearso aotivttles will bepri_r_l¥
design 8nd@onat_ctAon of models and coordination with the _
Space agency.and ._port£ng vendors. 'and a full staff Will
_e required.
In the 28 months prior to delivery @_ the Flight hard-
ware.activitiem w_ll be pr_uarily au_eill_a_c_ of the nanu-
lecturers' activities and the costs will be less. These costs
,will be covered under a renewal of the contract at that time.
Data handlinE and analysis funding will then be required.
Section VI
ACTIVE L_'NAR _EISMIC EXPER_}_ENT
4
Active SelsmologyP1annlnE Team
In Addltlont6 t_e"PassIve Seismology Team
J° M. DeNoyer
G. Simmons
The purpose ef this experiment is to ascertain elastic
properties of the lunar surface and interior to a depth of
about 500 feet. '._.12.i_nformation is necessary to properly
interpret lunar Surface feat_i'_s and near surface lunar
stratigraphy. It may be that the original lunar surface is
• 'L_
not buried to an extent not penetrable by the astronaut_ In
this ease, this experime_t may provide the only data from
which to inf4r the nature of this original surface. ,
As presently conceived, the experiment utilizes mortars
to deploy explosive charges and provide the seismic sources.
In view of the hazard to the astronaut and to other experiments
from flying particles, this experiment should be set up by
the astronaut, but its performance deferred until he has
departed and until all other experiments have completed their _
functions (six months after set up)o
Data requirement
In order to complete a seismic refraction experiment on
the moon, the instnumentation must be capable of providing
the following information:
io Distance from the seismic source to the receptor.
2. Instant of explosion or other seismic source (time
break).
3. Precise timing of interval between (2) and any
event in the subsequently received seismic signal.
4. Reception of the seismic signal without distortion
which might obsQure the character of the signal.
-2-
When data is transmitted at the time of performance of
the experiment (no sto_age) item (3) can be recorded on earth
in parallel with the lunar data during rec_f_.
Instrumentatlpn
The Instrumentatlon would consist of the followlng:
i. A package of five projectile throwing mortars each of
which is fitted with a range encoder operated by a range
metering llne towed by the projectile.
If the range metering llne is of conducting material, it
may also be used for projectile charge detonation and instant
of explosion indica_lon.
One technique suggested would be to include a capacitor
aboard the projectile and after the projectile is launched,
commence charging the capaQitor through the metering llne. A
switch aboard can then discharge the capacitor through the
detonator , either on a command or when the capacitor voltage
has risen to a predetermined level.
_an be used as a time break impulse.
2. A program unit to sequenc_ firing of the mortars at
2-5 mlnu_e intervals.
3. A geophofle for reception of the seismic signal
(if posslble, it would be well to use two at I00 ft.
spacing).
_. Amplifiers for geophone signals. These probably
should have a gain-change or compression for larger ampli-
tudes to prevent overload on ground-roll, etc. and yet
leave smaller first-arrivals unaltered.
Discharge of the capacitor
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It might be well to provide a separate amplifier for
application of the time break to the telemetry rather than
risk coupling of rrolse into the seismic amplifier input by
the long time break llne. Probably the time break amplifier
could be very basic since the time break signal will be _
fairly strong.
The program unit, amplifier and other associated
eleotronics would presumably be housed _:ith other similar
equipment of the mission which requires__trtrolled environ-
ment 0 and after a slx-month period, po_er, telemetry, etc.
will be transferred from other experiments to the seismic
experiment which then islcontrolled by its own programmer.
The astronaut would be required only to emplace the geo-
phonesi_and emplace and aim the mortar package° The mortar
p_ckage might be.20 fto from the mission telemetry s_stem
and connected by cable. , If only one geophone is used,, this
can be near-by the telemetry package - if two are included,
the second should be approximately I00 fro _distant. It
would be well if these can be buried°
In performance of the experiment, the mortars will be
fired singly, in sequence, at two to five minute intervals
as determined by the programmer, which will also switch
range encoder data, Projectiles will be thrown an_
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exploded in a more or less uniformly spaced linear array
over ranges of 200 - 2000 ft.
Early field tests indicate that the maximum charge
required will be about 4 oz. of TNT equivalent. For the
nearer shots the charges may be somewhat larger than indi-
cated, for reliability reasons. The minimum will probably
be of the order of 1 oz.
The data form will be a series of events displaoed in
time as follows:
1. An indication of projectile launch.
2. Range encoder data, which at present is a series of
step signals each indicative of an increment of range.
3. Time-break, a fast rise time pulse
of the instant of explosion.
_. The selsmic waves With frequencies probably In tb_ _
range of 0.5 - I00 cps.
A
In order to achieve timing to a few milliseconda,:_he
system must have fairly hig_h freq_ncy handling capability,
perhaps 500 cps.
A dynamic range of g0 db is desirable; h6wever, •com-
pression may be applied to the larger amplitudes. Then
or step indicative
-5-
with a telemetry dynamic range of 40 db approximately 7,000
bits/sec will be required for the data channels.
Specifications summary:
Geophones (typical)
weight
volume
natural frequency
damping
sensitivity
temperature tolerance -
_mp_%fiers:
input noise
gain
dynamic range
pass band
m
8 OZo each
8 cuo in.
5 cps
.6 of critical
.5 V/in/sec
lunar surface
oi max
dependent on telemetry
input requirement: _,
(lO0 db will give an
.estimated i/2 V output
with charge and geo-
phones suggested).
60_.db ',
1/2 - 500 cps
_.. _! .
power u 3 levels at less than 28
volts, regulatedj 2 watts
for 20 minutes
dimensions (est.) m i" X 2" X 6"
weight (est.)
Programmer:
Time sequence
m
0 sec -
60 sec -
120 sec -
80Z,
activate system
launch and record (or
tra_nsmit )
ready next shot and power
Power consumption
off (or recycle)
3 watts - 20 mln. 28V DC
Dimensions (est.)
Weight (est.)
M_rtar oackage :
POwer
Case open squibs (3) _8 vo!_e
3" X 3"_ X 3"
I lb.
2 amp. Few ms.
Range encorder (5)2_ volts, 50 ma, 20 mln.
L_unch squib (._) 28'volt, 2 amp, fgw ms.
Detonate power _) equiv, to 28 2 amp, few ms.
Dimensions o approx. 4" X 8" X 18"
Weight - approx. 20 lb. _'_-
l
o
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Telemetry recu_rements: +
i;- data channel per geophone used - 7000 bits/sec for
seismic data. , .
1 - engineering channel to indicate transfer of system
to active experiment, mortar package case opening, projectile
launch ahd Sequence of advance.
If the bit r_te is beyond _he capability of the Apollo
system telemet_ consideration should be given to on-slte
recording and slow playback, before degradati6n Of the ex-
periment to accommodate the system.
Section VII
LUNAR GRAVITY MEASUREMENTS
J. Weber and G. J, F. MacDonald
A,BSTRACT
Precise measurements o£ the acceleration due to gravity
on the lunar surface over a period of months may yield Val-
uable information concerning the internal constitution of
the moon,
The moon will interact with gravitational radiation.
The lunar free oscillations may be observed to be excited
by such radiation if the power spectrum is sufficiently
intense over the frequencies of certain of the moon's normal
modes. Simultaneous observation of the earth's normal mode
excitation will make it very likely that the effects are
due to gravltational waves.
Observations are planned using a lunar gravimeter having
a weight less than 30 pounds, a volume less than one cubic
foot, power consumption less than 5 watts continuously, and
less than 15 watts with 30% duty cycle° This device will
continuously monitor the lunar gravitational field, record-
ing changes greater than about one part in 1090
-2-
Lunar Tides and the Love Numbers h _nd k
The gravitational fields of the earth and sun are ex.
pected to cause tidaldeformations of the moon° In the
Newtonian approximation these forces can be expressed as
the gradient of a potential Uo The lunar surface is moved
by an amount6 proportional to the potential
6* h U surface
g
Here g is the acceleration due to gravity and the constant
of proportionality h is called a Love number. 1,2 There is
an additional effect on the po_entlal itself due to the re-
distribution of mass in consequence of the tidal defox_ma-
tlon. We may write the change of potential as
_U - kU
Here k is another kind of Love 1,2 number°
an amplification of the perturbing gravitational
to the lunar deformation.
k measures
field due
The oz-bita_ mot/on (free fall) transforms away the first
derivatlvesof the external potential at the center of
mass. leaving a quadrupol_erm as the major tidal producing
potential. For the effect of the earth (or sun) on the moon
U is therefore given approximately by
U2 - rOMr2P2(ces _)
R3
(1)
(2)
(3)
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Here G is the constant of gravitation (G = 8.67 x i0 "8 cm3
gm -I sac-20 M is the mass of the earth (or sun), r and
are spherical coordinates using the lunar center of mass
as origin, R is the distance between centers of mass of
the moon and the tide producing body= In correcting _he
potential for the redistribution of lunar mass due to tidal
deformation we note than on the lunar surface we are "outside"
of the induced tidal lunar quadrupole so for a lunar radius
r 0 ,
4U- k G M ro5 P2(cos _)
R
The potential due to the lunar mass m itself is given for a
sphere by
(4,)
= - GmU 0 _.
r • (5)
3, 4, and 5 enable us to write the total potential= Dif-
ferentlating this and correcting for the tidal dlsplacement
of the lunar surface gives the tidal induced change in
acceleration due to gravity as
_g = (I + h - 3 k) _U2 =_U2
_---F- _r (6)
During the monthly cycle the quantity d U 2 will vary
dr
because of change in distance between the moon and perturbing
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bodies, and because of latitudinal and longitudinal libration.
Calculations 3,4 show that the earth produces the major effect,
which is a tide with peak to peak amplitude of roughly one
milligal. The solar effect is about two percent of this.
The "_cavimetric" factor_= 1 + h - _ k depends on the in-
_ernal constitution of the moon° MacDonald 5,6 has considered
a number of modelso A lunar model assuming a reasonably homo-
geneous composition, made of silicate materials similar to
those of the earth's mantle gives _= 1o0033 while a uniform
fluid model gives _= 1o25o These are _pper and lower limits.
Urey, Elsasser and Rochester 7 have discussed fluid core models.
h and k may have real and imaginary parts, if internal
di_B_pation significantly affects the lunar low frequency
response° _ the earth the averaged lag of the 12.4 hour lunar
tide la 2_20; the _ _1_Ipation is due in part to shallow ocean
fri_tlon as4 Snpart to dissipation withln the_2ft_b_
Independent determination of h and k cannot be made unless
surface til% Sasimultaneously measured° However the magni-
tude O_ together with _ea_omable assumptlons, willeaable
h and k to be inferred° A lunar gravimeter should, be able
to'_e_sure changes_In lunar g (162 gala) of apart in one
thousand of the tidal amplitude of one milligal---better than
one microgalo Existing earth tide meters of the La Coate
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Romberg, and Block Weiss type achieve more than an order of
magnitude sensitivity greater than this.
Gravitational Waves
|
In 1916, shortly after the formulation of the General
Theory of Relativity, Einstein predicted the existence of
gravitational waves. A gravitational wave can be thought of
as a propagating gravitational field° Einstein's field equa-
tions are
- 1/2 _ R =
8 G T (7)
4 '..2_W_
c
In (7) R_t_-is the Ricci tensor, R is the curvature scalar,
g_. is the metric tensor° The g._-are the field variables.
T_is the matter stress energy tensor, as before G is the
constant of gravitation, c is the speed of light. The objects
R_Fcontain the field variables raised to the fourth power.
These equations are highly monlinear and in the absence of
special symmetry contain thousands of terms, when written
out entirely in terms of the g_o No exact solutions repre-
senting spherical waves without singularities have as yet
been found@ Einstein obtained weak field solutions by writing
g,_f =_._, + h_..._p. (8)
Here.# is the lorentz metric, h_! is a first order quantity°
The objects _4_ defined by
(9)
m6 _ °
with h the trace of h_/_ are convenient. To first order the
o
The set of equations (_D) are formally the same as those of
electrodynamics, the matter tensor taking the place of the
Maxwell four current density. These equations admit a multi-
polLr expansion with quadrupole radiation as the lowest order.
For a mass quadrupole oscillator the radiated power is
15 c
Here P is the radiated power, _ is the angular velocity, O
and c are as defined earlier° A one meter rod which spins
about an axis normal to its length radiates away about
10 -37 watts if it is spun so fast that it is on the verge of
breaking up due to the centrifrigal stresses. Known double
stgrs would be expected to radiate and would have a radiative
lifetime of perhaps 1012 yearso For these reasons no serlo_a
!
. ,..
attempts to detect gravitational radiation Were begun until
very recently°
Some years ago Weber suggested 9 that the free oscil-
lations ofan elastic body would interact with gravitational
-7-
waves Lud proposed use of the earth 9 and moon 10
The absorption cross section was 9 given as
for detection.
6- . l_GIm 2
3
8c
Here/- is the cross section, I is the quadrupole moment of
the detector, w is the angular frequency, _ is the relaxation
time For the moon's low frequency modes o_ __ lO0 square
• 17/
meters°
(12)
According to Einstein's theory only the normal modes
of equadrupole symmetry would be excited by gravitional waves.
However some other theories such as the Brans Dicks 11 theory
predict mono pole radiations. 11 The free oscillations of the
earth were identltied after being excited during the great
Chilian ear_hquakeo After the earthquake subsided no residual
excitation of the free oscillations was observed. Recent
UoC°L.Ao data has resulted in substantial reduction of the
surface noise level, but no free oscillations have been ob-
served at other than earthquake periods° The lunar surface
should be free of meteorological and oceanic disturbances.
The use of the moon as a huge mass quadrupole detector offers
exciting possibilities• Correlation analysis or records ob-
tained simultaneously on the earth and moon would permit the
unambiguous detection of cosmic sources of _._._v.._4+_4^_-_ ra=
diation., In recent years_ver_ intense_source_ of gravitatlonal
radiation such as double neutron stars 12 closely spaced
-8-
J_warfs 13 and quasistellar 14 radio sources have been proposed.
INSTR,UMEN.T_ATION
The observations of the lunar tides, search for free
oscillations, and the use of the moon as a detector of gravi-
tational waves can all be accomplished by telemetering back
readings of lunar surface gravity made with a sensitive gravi-
meter.
Earth tide gravity meters of the La Coste Romberg type
have performance which would make them suitable if drift were
further reduced and certain anomalies of the servosystem were
removed° Their present weight, power consumption and en-
vironmental temperature tolerance were not InteBded for
lunar app!icatlons, but redesign to meet the needs of the lunar
investigations appears feasible and is being actively carried
outbyUSo
We anticipate that our completed instrument will Weigh
leas than thirty pounds, and will occupy a volume less than
one cubic foot° Automatic leveling will be provided° A
continuous power consumption of less than 5 watts and an
intermittent power consumption of less than 15 watts at
30% duty cycle will be requlred_ The channed capacity _lu_,ed to
telemeter back information on the setting of a coarse screw,
-9-
the free servo system voltage, and the instrument temperature
will not exCped one bit per second. A long lifetime is essen-
tial and we require at least two months continuous records.
The most difficult problem appears to be maintenance
of a relatively low temperature° If the lunar surface _s
covered with dust the gravimeter could be buried, thus
simplifying its temperature control. We feel that the
astronaut will probably have more than enough to do and that
asking him to erect a metal foll radiation shield is more
relsonable than having him dig or drill a holeo
Simultaneous monitoring of the free oscillations of.
the earth will be carried on at installations at U.C.L.A.
and the Universlty _f Maryland°
i0
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MAGNETIC MEASUREMENTS IN THE APOLLO PIK)GRAM
Measurements of magnetic fields and related phenomena
in the lunar environment form obvious subjects for investiga-
tion in the exploration of the Moon. The lunar magnetic field
strength is estimated to be small on the basis of a field ori-
gin similar to that of the Earth's in which a dynamo system
of electrical currents circulates in a fluid core. The aver-
age low density of the Moon precludes all reasonable possi-
bility for such a mechanism. Any present day magnetic field
which exists may be related to an ancient field at the time
of origin of the Moon or it may be due to the result of the
complex interaction between the Moon and the streaming solar
plasma containing the interplanetary magnetic field. It has
been suggested by Gold (1962) that the finite electrical con-
ductivity of the Moon may provide a "trapping" mechanism for
acquisition of an effective magnetic field.
Direct measurements by the second Soviet cosmic rocket
Lunik II (Dolginov et al., 1960) indicated the nonexistence
of a lunar magnetic field appreciably larger than the 100 gamma
noise level of the experiment. The solar plasma flow will
compress any lunar magnetic field to a distance at which the
directed pressure of the plasma is balanced by the magnetic
pressure.
Figure 1 illustrates schematically in the noon meridian
plane the case of a streaming solar plasma impacting a dipolar
planetary field (in the absence of an interplanetary magnetic
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field). Figure 2 presents the results of computations on the
subsolar radius (R c) of the magnetosphere cavity thus formed
for various values of plasma flux and equatorial magnetic
field strengths. It is seen that a lunar magnetic field could
exist which would not have been detected by Lunik II if the
field were compressed by the streaming solar plasma (Neugebauer,
1961). If such a field configuration exists, it is extremely
important to determine its characteristics. In addition, the
lunar surface characteristics will be dependent upon whether
the solar plasma is capable of directly impacting the lunar
surface or not.
The effect of the interplanetary magnetic field however,
is to lead to a much more complex interaction between the Moon
and the streaming solar plasma, regardless of the existence
of any intrinsic lunar magnetic field. This is because the
presence of the interplanetary field causes the plasma flow
to be "supersonic" in the magnetohydrodynamic sense. Figure 3
illustrates the dependency of the simplest magnetoacoustic
wave velocity, the Alfv_n speed, on magnetic field and solar
plasma values. These parameters have recently been measured
by the Mariner II (Snyder and Neugebauer, 1962) and the IMP-I
(Bridge et al., 1964) spacecrafts. In general the solar plasma
velocity is approximately 600 km/sec with a density of five
to ten p/cm 3 and a contained magnetic field of four to seven
gammas (Ness et al., 1964). This indicates a "super Alfv_nic"
flow with a Mach number between five and ten. It leads to
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the formation of a bow shock wave of the collisionless type
because of the very ratified plasma density. In the case of
the Earth the IMP-I satellite (Ness et al._ 1964) has provided
a definitive mapping of both the cavity boundary and the shock
wave location as well as the physical characteristics of these
boundaries (see figure 4). Thus even in the absence of a lunar
magnetic field a complex interaction between the streaming
solar plasma and the lunar body are anticipated because of
these considerations. Indeed experimental evidence for a lunar
magnetohydrodynamic wake in the solar wind has recently been
obtained by the IMP-I satellite (Ness et al., 1964) and is
illustrated in Figure 5.
The most important aspects of the lunar magnetic field
are its spatial and temporal characteristics. In order to
adequately investigate the spatial properties of the lunar
field and the interaction of the solar plasma with the Moon
a mapping by circumlunar satellites is required. Investigation
of transient properties can be begun by measurements at one
point on the lunar surface. At the present time it is sug-
gested that a magnetic observatory be established on the lunar
surface to measure and monitor the vector properties of the
lunar magnetic field. As the exploration of the Moon continues,
it appears reasonable to anticipate the establishment of several
such observing sites at separate locations on the lunar surface.
These additional sites will allow cross correlation of results
between the stations and possibly the determination of subsurface
electrical characteristics of the Moon as they affect fluctuating
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magnetic fields. The present state of the art in magnetic
field instrumentation for space applications is well advanced.
A triaxial vector instrument with a dynamic range of several
hundred gammas and a sensitivity of fractions of a gamma with
appropriate analog to digital conversion subsystems is possible
within the weight and power limitations of 3 kilograms and
5 watts respectively.
Such vector information, obtained at perhaps one minute
intervals, would normally be transmitted back automatically
to the Earth for subsequent recording and analysis. It is
important in the establishment of these observatories that
the orientation of the vector instruments be known to within
a few degrees relative to a lunar set of coordinates so that
cross correlations between components will be meaningful.
Directional properties of transient variations associated with
solar terrestrial storm phenomena can be compared with satel-
lite and deep space probe measurements of interplanetary mag-
netic fields as well as terrestrial field variations.
The possibility of returning to the Earth physical samples
of the lunar material may well be one of the most rewarding
aspects of the magnetic measurement program since the ferro-
magnetic properties of lunar rocks create "magnetic memories"
of past lunar magnetic fields. Experimental work in the general
field of terrestrial paleo-magnetism has indicated that a very
complex situation has existed although an increased ordering
of properties of the ancient Earth's field is now being deduced
(Cox and Doell, 1962).
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The exact sampling procedures to be employed on the
lunar surface are extremely important in the collection of _
such physical materials. Fresh samples of unweathered and
physically stable materials are required in order_to investi-
gate by both nondestructive and semi-destructive means the
magnetic properties and magnetic history of the lunar rocks.
Shallow drilling to depths of less than a meter as is generally
done on the surface of the Earth, may well be adequate. Within
an areal extent of approximately 5 meters and on the assumption
of a reasonably homogeneous material, no more than three to
five samples of the material are required from any one location.
As many distinct sample sites as possible should be established
on each lunar mission. It is also important that the orienta-
tion of the samples obtained are determined with respect to
a lunar set of coordinates to an accuracy of + 5 ° as well as
the relative location of the sample sites.
Procedures for obtaining such specimen by the use of
specially developed drilling equipment must be implemented.
The possibility of using the LEM itself as the basic support
structure for the drilling of sample cores must be considered.
The potential removal of loose surficial material by the descent
maneuver rocket's exhaust and logistic problems merit this
approach. At the present time the requirements for a deep
drilling capability (100 meters or greater) does not appear
to be a primary requirement. Subsequent return of fresh samples
or the difficulty in obtaining such samples and their subsequent
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analyses may indicate, however, the necessity for a modifica-
tion of such sampling procedures. All samples returned are
optimumly drill core specimen of approximately i" diameter for
the most efficient and direct utilization in the laboratory.
The nondestructive measurements to be made on rock
samples include:
i) Remanent magnetic field
2) Coercive magnetic force spectrum
3. Isothermal remanent magnetism (IRM) induced at a
number of separate field strengths
4) Determination of coercive force spectrum of IRM
5) Magnetic susceptibility and electrical conductivity
6) Anhysteretic remanent magnetic (ARM) properties
7) Determination of coercive force spectrum of ARM
The above measurements do not require the physical de-
struction or deterioration of the rock sample and the material
may always be returned to its original magnetic state since the
changes to the original sample are known.
The following procedures are potentially destructive in
that they may or may not leave the material in a modified con-
dition, although in all possibility only slightly so.
8) Saturation magnetic properties - thermoremanent
magnetic measurements (TRM)
9) If the measurements in (8) indicate no significant
chemical changes have resulted, then a repetition
of the measurements listed above (1-7) are to be
performed
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It is important that those samples of material for which
the remanent and intrinsic magnetic properties are determined,
also be age dated by some means. With this information and
the interpretation of the remanent magnetism, conclusions about
the lunar history and origin can be deduced. In the return of
the samples to the terrestrial laboratories it is important
that the material not be exposed to fields stronger than 10
gauss nor exposed to temperature variations beyond a reasonable
upper limit. More importantly, however, they should not be
exposed to variations in temperature beyond a total range of
o
+ 10 C. when exposed to fields as large as 10 gauss.
The possibility of directly measuring the electrical
characteristics of the Moon in-situ is a subject for future
consideration. At the present time one of the major problems
for measurements of in-situ electrical properties appears to
be the mechanism for affecting direct electrical contact with
lunar material, Direct utilization of the LEM's support pads
may be one possibility. Although various electromagnetic geo-
physical prospecting methods exist for determination of rela-
tive terrestrial electrical properties of the very near surface
material it is impossible to propose at this time a simple and
effective measurement procedure which will yield accurate results
on the lunar surface. It is reasonably certain that appropriate
procedures can be developed once the physical properties of
the lunar material are known.
July 14, 1964 Prepared by: Norman F. Ness, Chairman
James Balsley
Richard R. Doell
Victor Vaoquler
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Section IX
Preliminam_ Report om Lunar Heat Flow Measurement
Heat flow planning teamB
S. P. Clark, Chairman, Yale University
A. H, Lachenbruch, U. S. Geological Survey
R. Von Herzen
M. G. Langseth
The internal thermal region of a planet is of fundamen-
tal importance in determining its development. On the earth,
phenomena such as mountaln-building, metamorphism, and
igneous activity have their origin in deep-seated thermal
processes. The moon is believed to be much less active
than the earth as far as these processes are concerned, but
some recent observations have suggested that it is not
entirely dead. Even the total absence of thermal activity
at the moon's surface would not mean that its thermal region
was uninteresting. The causes of so important a difference
between the earth and the moon merit intensive study.
The quantity, measurable at the surface, which has
p_Oven to give the most useful information about the in-
ternal thermal region o_ the earth is its heat flow. Heat
flow is defined as the amount of thermal energy conducted
to the surface and lost to interplanetary space, per unit
area and unit time. This quantity is virtually unique among
those aCcessible to geophysical observation in that it de-
pends not only on the present constitution of a planet but
also on past events extending back to its origin. Hence,
observations of heat flow can set limits on conditions at
the time of the origin of the solar system.
Observations of heat flow cannot be interpretated uniquely.
There is uncertainty about the distribution of sources of
-2-
heat, and the relatively long duration of the transient state
in the case of heat conduction introduces additional uncer-
tainty which is not present, for example, in the interpreta-
tion of gravity or magnetic data. The heat flow observed
today originates partly in radioactive sources which have
persisted up to the present, and partly in original heat and
extinct radioactivity. The_e is no way to distinguish heat
from these separate sources. Clearly knowledge _f surface
heat flow above does not permit us to set up a unique ther-
mal history of a planet, but it does force us to discard
large numbers of models which lead to a contradiction with
observation. Experience with models of the earth suggests
that the restrictions on speculation imposed by this single
measurable quantity, the heat flow, are in fact severe.
As an illustration of the type of information we may
expect thermal observations to provlde, consider the vari-
ation of heat flow With position at the surface of the
earth. Early observations of heat flow on land, coupled _Tith
determinations of the radioactivity of rocks, showed that
a substantial fraction, perhaps half or more, of the measured
flux originated in radioactive decay in the continental
crust. It was anticipated that heat flow at sea would be
substantially lower than on land because of the much thinner
crust in the oceans. Measurements at sea have shown that
-3-
this is emphatically not the case:- _he mean flux is nearly
the same as in the centinents_ This unexpected result is not
Yet fully understo@d_ \but it is clear that differences in
crustal heat production between continents and oceans are
compensated by opposing differences In the mantle. This in
turn shows that continental features persist, on the average,
to considerable depths° It is intriguing to wonder whether
heat flow observations on the lunar highlands and maria will
also lead to unexpected and far-reachlng conclusions. But the
answer to such a question will i_evitably have to follow the
equally intriguing determination of the average lunar heat flow.
A primary reason for the scientific exploration of the
moon is of course that it enables us to double our sample of
the terrestrial planets° But in the case of heat flow there
are special reasons why it is fortunate that the moon is our
nearest neighbor. They are the result of its small radius, In
the case of the earth, cooling from the surface has affected
the temperatures only to a depth of about 700 km, provided
conduction and radiation are the principal means of heat trans-
fer. Furthermore heat generated by radioactive decay at depths
greater than this makes only a minor contribution to the aur-
face heat flowo Hence the earth's surface is thermally insu-
lated from material deeper than roughly 700 km_ ioe° about
70% of the earth cannot be observed thermally. If the thermal
properties of the moon are similar to those of the earth, and
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if the two bodies are of the same age, we would expect the
moon's surface to be thermally disconnected from 0nly about
20% of the volume of the planet. A measurement of heat flow
on the moon goes much further towards determining the internal
thermal region than does a similar measurement on the earth.
Hence because of the small lunar radius, a measurement
of lunar heat flow will permit upper and lower limits to the
content of radioactive elements tO be set. The thermal meas-
urements detect elements which are present in minor;crtrace
amounts, and thus complement other techniques, such as seis,
mology, which are sensitive only to major constituents. A
combination of geophysical techniques, including thermal meas-
urement, can give important clues to the bulk composition of
the moon. Is it chondritic, does it differ from the chondrites
in ways that we suspect the earth may differ, or does it have
chemical features which are unlike either th_ earth or the
chondrites? Answers .• to these and relateh questions can be
found from a carefully planned program of lunar exploration.
Determination of the lunar heat flow is an essential part of
that program.
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Proposed Methods of Measurements
Our lack of knowledge of the physical natureof the moon's
surface makes it very difficult to select the best measurements
to determine the heat flux from the interior of the moon, and
the thermal properties of the surface material. Astronomical
observations of the radiation from the moon provide us with
estimates of the surface temperatures and thermal properties
averaged over very large areas of the moon. Infrared measure-
ments of the radiation from the surface have shown that the
temperature fluctuates from 120°K to nearly 400°K during a
28-day lunationo These large surface fluctuations are trans-
ferred downward by both radiative and conductive heat trans-
mission very near the surface and by conduction alone at depth
greater than several centimeters° The variations will be super-
imposed upon the heat flow from the interior° Temperature
gradient measurements must, therefore, be made at depth where
the variations are small enough so that they may be removed
from the temperature observations by measurements over several
lunations and the application of linear heat-transfer theory.
Oblerva_IQna of the 0oollng of the moon's surface _urin_ an
eclipse or after the passage of the terminator indicate that
these fluctuations do not penetrate very deep° This implies
that the surface material of the moon is an extremely poor con-
ductor of heat and has a very low heat capacity° It is conjec-
tured from several lines of evidence that the surface material
is largely very fine rock dust°
-6-
Calculations have been made of the subsurface temperature
fluctuations caused by the incident solar radiation, Where one
cm of fine dust with a conductlvlty of .3 x 10-6cgs overlies
rock with a conductivity of 5.4 x 10-3cgs. The maximum and
a _minimum temperatures as i function of depth are shown in Fig 1.
Another factor affecting the interpretation of heat flux
at the surface is the large distortion in the near surface
steady-state temperature field that will occur if windows in
the dust cover exist or if the cover is not of uniform thick-
ness. Some interpretations or the moon's cooling rate during
an eclipse suggest up to 8% bare exposures. The disturbance
in subsurface termperature gradients resulting from the dlf-
ference in mean surface temperature between exposed rock and
dust is appreciable to depths of the_order of the diameter of
the exposure. Hence, if exposures e_ist, it would be impossible
to determine the true flux of heat from the moon's interior
without penetrating to greater depths than the diameter of the
exposure. The small percentage of exposure postulated at the
smooth appearance of much of the moon's surface, however,
suggests that large areas of ra_her uniform dust cover may
exist.
Another experimental difficulty results from the fact that
the linearized theory of heat conduction cannot be expected to
hold rigorously on the moon. Not only does the thermal con-
ductivity vary with temperature, but also mean lunar conditions
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are well below the Debye temperatures _f _plauslble lunar
materials. This implies a temperature-dependent specific heat.
In the case of a steady periodlc pertu_'batlon of temperature_
the linear theory predicts that the mean temperature averaged
over one period is equal to the unperturbed value. No such
simple result is true for the non-linear case, and the unper-
turbed temperature cannot be obtained without knowledge ef the
thermal properties of the material as functions of temperature.
In view of the uncertainties outlined above_ it is pro-
posed that three simple thermal experiments be emplaced on the
surface of the moon by an astronaut. The object of these ex-
periments will be to learn as much as possible about the sur-
face heat flux_ the surface temperature fluctuations and ,thelr
propagation into the subs_rface_ and the thermal properties of
lunar surface materials at several locations on the moon's sur-
face. The experiments proposed are: I) _.leasure the temperature
and conductivity at three points in a drilled hole 3 to 5 m
below the moon's surface° 2) Measure the temperature as a
function of depth and time in the penetrable lunar surface
material in an undisturbed area of the moon's surface. 3) Meas-
ure the temperature as a function of depth and time in the
surface material of the moon beneath an area disturbed by an
insulating blanket and also measure the heat flux through the
blanket as a function of time° Measurements 2) and 3) will
each be carried out at several locations on the moon's surface°
-8-
I. D KIII hole measurementsl. If a hole is drilled In
hard rock, temperature measurements will be made with a probe
which can be inserted into the hole after it is drilled. A
two-meter probe is planned with three temperature-sensing
elements evenly spaced along its length. These elements must
have high precision for temperature gradients as low as a few
thousandths °C/m may represent the total heat flux from the
interior. We must measure this gradient to an accuracy of
about O.OOl°C/m. Thermal elements consisting of small<quartz
osc111ators appear to be best suited to this application.
I_n slt_u measurements of the thermal conductivity can be
made by the transient method using the same probe. A known
amount of heat is introduced near one of the sensors, and the
conductivity and diffusivlty of the rock are determined from
the rates of heating and cooling. The amount of heat intro-
duced is small so that the ambient temperature values of these
quantities are found.
II. Measurement of temperature _ as a function of depth
I iii i I i ii ii| i, I i J i
and time in the penetrable luDar surface material. For this
experiment strings of thermal sensors on a probe, _paced
roughly five cm apart, will be driven by hand into the pene-
trable lunar surface material. It is planned to make the probes
50 cm long with ii sensors per probe. The probes will be made
so that the sensors will be left in the hole after insertion
and the probe retracted. Should it be impossible to penetrate
!the full50 cm_ the elements remaining out of the hole will
be laid along the surface° These sensor strings will be placed
in four locations on the lunar surface@ _ ,
From these temperature measurements it wil_ be possible
to deteznnine the damping Of the surface temperatu_e.fluctua-
tlon D the radiative component Of heat transfer in the upper
materlal m and the material'seffective dlffuslvlty, These
mehaurements will not only be of value in interpreting the heat
flow results, but will greatly aid in the analysis of micro-
wave and Infrared measurement s:of-_._a_ar_s_rface radlatlon_made
fr_ Earth or from a spacecraft°
III. The measurement of temperature as a function of
_epth and time in _he surface material of the moon beneath
an are% disturbed b_ an insulat in_ b_anketo A string of
temperature elements as described above will also be used tO
meamure temperature beneath a circular blanket of poorly
conducting material (X - 10"7cal/cm sec°C or about i/I0 the
Ostlmated conductivity for lunar dust)° The blankets will
be 1/2 m in diameter and one or two cm thick° Materials with
conductivities of about 10"7cgs are already being made for
the storage of cryogenic fluld_o Two strings of temperature
sensors will be driven vertically into the lunar surface
beneath the blanket, one at the center of the blanket and the
other halfway between the center and the edge° Temperature
elements will also be placed inside the blanket to measure the
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gradient and hence the heat flux., since the thermal properties
of the blanket material will be well known. The arrangement
proposed is shown in a sketch in Fig. 2. When the blanket
is emplaced on the surface, it will cause a large disturbance
of the flux. Measurements of the flux through the blanket and
_he temperature at several points beneath the blanket as a
function of time allow the determination of the conductivity
of the surface material° This combined With diffusIvity meas-
urements defines thermal properties of the surface material
completely. If the surface of the moon proves to be covered
by a uniform dust layer, then it is possible to determine
steady-state flux from the moon's interior by this technique.
It is proposed to put this experiment at several dlfferent
locations on the moon's surface so that lateral variations of
heat flux will be detected if present.
All the above experiments will be emplaced on the moon
and left to transmit temperatures of the various sensors back
to Earth for at least one year. It would be extremely valuable
to obtain measurements periodically two, three, and five years
after the experiment is started. This long-term sampling
appears completely feasible with the power supply now planned
for the Apollo passive experiments.
During the first year, the temperature at all elements
will be sampled as often as once every three hours. This fast
repetition rate is not necessary during a large part of the
-ll-
experiment, but will be extremely useful during periods of
rapid surface temperature variatio_ such as the passage of
terminator or a lunar eclipse.
' Research Propesal
It is convenient to c!assfy lines of further research in
one of the following categories: hardware development, math-
ematical studies of feasibility or expected accuracy, and
experiments to be cQnducted on lunar missions preceding
Apollo. Included in the second category would be problems
of data reduction° It is anticipated that this work will be
done by the scientific team and by personnel of the Manned
Spacecraft Center.
A_ Hardware dev_lgPment.
i. Temperature sensors - The large surface fluctuations
and their rapid attention with depth require that temperature
elements of different sensitivity be _used at different depths
below t2ne surface. At the surface, low sensitivity elements
such as platinum or copper wire resistance thermometers are
suitable; at greater depth thermistors c_n be u_ed; at still
greater depths very precise elements such as oscillating
quartz crystals are required. The selection, calibration,
and testing of the thermal elements will be done by the sci-
entific team°
2. Selection of blanket material and measurement of
its properties will be done by the scientific team.
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B. Detection circuits for the reslstence thermometers
and thermistors consist of self-nulling bridge networks of
the _arey-Foster type. Each sensor will be placeC in the net-
work sequentially by a precision selector 8wltch. The out-
put of such a detecting unit can be analog or digital. Detec-
Lion of the crystal thermometer frequency can be direct if
FM telemetering is used, or if analog or digital telemetering
is used, a discriminator circuit is required. The development
of thlsequipment will be done largely by the Manned Space-
Craft Center personnel in close cooperation with the scientific
team.
4. The required telemetry for all passive experiments
is being provided by I[ouston personnel.
B. Mathematical studies.
I| I lll l ,ll I i
A principal interest will be various cases of non-linear
heat flow in heterogeneous media. Few exact solutions are
available and recourse must be had to numerical and analog
methods in almost all cases. Access to digital and analog
computers is required; it can be provided by members of the
scientific team. The purpose of the studies will be to de-
termine the mlnlmur_ depth of hole_hat w-i_li_elusable i_a
deep-hole method Js possible and the accuracy and errors to
be expected in the other experiments. Procedures of data
reduction will emerge as natural consequences of these studies.
i. -13-
C. Experiments for,_lunar mts_ions/Drecle_i_K Apollo.
Measurements of infrared and microwave radiation from
the moon's surface with a resolution of a few m to one km
will be extremely.valua_ to determine:_he degree of heter-
ogeneity of the thermal propertlea of the lunarlsurface.
S_ch measurements ms4 be made by visible and infrared photo-
gra_hyat relatively short range and by scans with infrared
and micrewaVe detectors near terminator and on the dark side
of the moon. These c_Id be done from a_close-in lunar
orbiter. It Would also be extremely u_eful to have the Surface
temperature experiment reinstated on the Surveyor flights.
Such data will also be of great value to preliminary geol-
ogical surveys of the moon.
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VERY ROUGHBUDGET
Estimates in thousands of dollars are given in parenthese
following the items.
i.
2.
•
4.
•
6.
Computer time. (i0)
Selection of blanket material. Includes small vacuum
facility and associated instrumentation for determina-
tion of thermal properties. (10)
Selection and calibration of temperature sen6ors. (20)
Devices for emplacement of sensors in hole and meas-
urement of thermal conductivity. (10)
Travel. (5 per year)
Salaries• Part-time salaries for members of the scl-
entific team and salaries of technical personnel.
(30 per year)
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Figure 2 Diagram showing measurement of temperature as a" •
function of depth using an Insulating blanket.
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REPORT OF THE BIOSCIENCE_ pL£NNING TEAM
The B'tosc_ences Panel of_the Apol_lo SciencDs Team lp here-
wLth tr_sm_tlng,_t_ re SulZs of i*gs several meetings. The
fl_t of these _eetings was held at NASA Headquarters in"
Washington o D. C.j on June 1, 1_6,0 Several other meetings of
the Panel wore also hel_ on the _ occasion of the* Manned Lunar
Exploration Symposium at RoustQn, Texas a June 1_-17, 1964.
During that Symposium, Psnel members also met with members of
other Apollo scientific panelsj in particular with the Geochem-
istry and Mineroiogy-PetroEraphy Panels° Discussions were also
held wi_h members of the Staff of the Manned Space Center°
The'main concerns of _he Biosclences Panel were. minimiza-
tion o£ biological contamination of the _mo_oh and of possible
back contamination of the E_rth a astronaut training, sample col-
lectionj laboratory facilities at the Manned Space Center for
the initial examination of lunar samples, the search for the
e_Ister_ce oT viabl'e organisms on the mobn s and the search for
lunar o_Eanic compounds. _ese concerns are outlined' in _he
Table of Contents on the 'next page° _ _.
All documents referred to in this report that have to do
with blological filters and laboratory enclosures have already
been sent to the MSC Staff in Houston (Dro-Elliott Harris of
the Crew Systems Division)°
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MINIMIZATION OF BIOLOGICAL CONTAMINATION OF THE MOON!
There has long been general agreement that any introduction
of microorganisms from the Earth onto the moon should be avoided
as far as possible. Such an introduction will make more diffl-
cultj both now and in the future, investigations into whether
the lunar environment does now, or ever did, harbor viable or-
ganisms. Consequently, this first section of the Panel's report
summarizes its recommendations designed to minimize blological
contamination of the moon°
I. The LEM
We believe that the outside of the lunar excursion module
presents no particular problem° Some bacteria on the outside
will undoubtedly survive the trip to the moon. However, be-
cause there is no lunar atmosphere, there would be no mechan-
isms to transport bacteria away from the vehicle during the
LEM's soJour on the moon.
The principal source of Earth bacteria would be the LEM's
atmosphere. We strongly advise that, on arrival on the moon,
the atmosphere within the LEM should be vented through an
ultra high efficiency biological filter (see "Air Filtration of
Microbial Particles", Public Health Service Publication No. 956,
June 1962). These filters have an internal flow resistance of
only 2 mm Hg (1 inch of water), a particle (1-5 microns)_reten-
tion greater _han 99.99%, and a capacity of about 400 ft 3 per
minute per f_ of filter area° Since the LEM has a volume of
about 220 ft _, an ultra high efficiency biological filter should
allow the complete venting of the LEM in a few minutes, at
most. Just how many minutes this would be depends, of course,
on the size of the filter that could be placed in the LEM's
vent(s). It is our understanding that members of the Micro-
biology, Biochemistry, and }lygiene Section at MSC are now
determining what is the largest area of biological filter that
could be installed on the LEMo
The suggested filter should prevent the escape from the
LEM of any viable microorganisms and particulate chemical con-
taminants (the latter of great importance to the organic geo-
chemists). When the LEM is opened after vacuum has been reached
there will be no fluid medium to convey contamination to the
lunar surface. Bacteria remaining inside the LEM should stay
there, except for those carried by the astronauts themselves,
on their space suits, and on their equipment° These problems
are considered below. However, the Biosciences Panel would
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like to emphasize here that it feels that th_ major source of
biological contamination from the Earth would come from the
LEM's atmosphere, and that this contamination could be effi-
ciently controlled through the installation of the recommended
filters.
Another possibly serious source of biological contamina-
tion of the moon would be the bacteria present in the solid
retrorocket fuel. It is quite likely that a significant frac-
tion of the bacteria present in the hydrazine and dimethylhy-
drazine would survive the burning of the fuel. One can imagine
small pieces of the organic material being blown out the rocket
nozzle and escaping combustion. Consequently, a bacterial
examination should be made of the fuel. Furthermore, a measure-
ment should be made of the fraction of the bacteria that sur-
vive the fuel ignition. Thds measurement could be made at the
same time as the search fo_ _rganic impurities that is referred
to on p. 16 of this report.
2. Astronauts ' Suits '
If the LEM is vented through a biological filter, the next
major source of contamination would be the leakage through the
astronauts' suits, The atmosphere within the suits will, of
course, contain microorganisms and probably chemical aerosol
contaminants, e.g., dried sputum. We have been informed that
the current model of the space suit leaks about 200 cc of air
per minute, and that it is unlikely that much can be done to
reduce this rate of leakage. What is not known, however, im
how much bacterial leakage would also emerge from the space
suit. We recommend that the amount of this leakage be determined.
This can be done using harmless bacteria and following the pro-
cedures given in the "Air Filtration . " monograph referred
to above. Dr. Charles R. Phillips, Chief_ Physical Defense
Division, U. S. Army Biological Laboratories, Fort Detrick,
Md., and a member of this Panel, has offered his advice to the
MSC Staff on blological-leakage test procedures for the space
suits.
Although we believe that the rate of bacterial leakage
from the space suits should be known, we do not think that this
leakage will present any serious problem. Such contamination
as is occasioned by such leakage cannot travel very far from
the spot where the astronaut is standing because of the lack
of atmosphere to supply a transport medium. In addition,
we understand that the astronauts will don protective alum-
inized-fabric overgarments over their space suits° If these
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overgarments are kept clean and sterile, introduction of bacter-
ial contamination onto the moon should be_"that much further
reduced. We recommend that, before the-astronauts leave the
LEM, the outer surfaces of the overgarments (or of the space
suits themselves if overgarments are not used) be disinfected
with ,a damp cloth or sponge containing a bactericide such as
hypochloriteo This particular bactericide would probably in-
terfere with contemplated measurements (by the geochemists) of
chlorine isotope-ratios; if so, doubtless another satisfactory
disinfectant can be found° A second suggestion for disin-
fecting is to use the considerable ultraviolet light in the
lunar sunshine°
The problem of the outgassing of the suits is considered
on po 17o
3. Sc%.entifig.and General Equipment
The scientific instruments and general equipment used on
the lunar surface will be stored on the LEM in equipment bays°
All such equipment should be biologically decontaminated when
the bays are finally closed before the launching from the
Earth° We sugges$ that ethylene oxidebe used for this pur-
pose0 This compound is an effective disinfectant and is the
least liable either to cause damage to any Instruments or to
leave any residue that would be objectionable in the search
for organic compounds On the moon°
MINIMIZATION. OF POSSIBLE BACK CONTAMINATION TO EARTH
We consider very small the probability that any viable
microorganisms will be found on the moon--and smaller stall
the chance that, if they do exist, they will. be danger0uao
One factor that tends to support this feeling is that the Earth
apparently has been steadily receiving lunar material (poss'ibly
the tektiteS) resulting from the impact of meteorites nn the
moon. However, the problem with which we would be faced if
lunar organisms pathogenic to animal or plant life were brought
back and escaped could be so catastrophic that it cannot be
ignored, even though its probability be considered very low.
The following sections outline this Panel's recommendations for
minimizing back contamination to the Earth°
Io The ReturDinK Command Module and Equipment
The exterior of the Com_nd Model (CM) ought to be essen-
tially free of organisms an_should require no treatment.
However, all the equipment and sample packages_-in fact, every-
thing that comes out of the CM--should be considered_as
--6_
possible vehicles for lunar pathogens° Neglertlng, for the
moment, the problem of the astronauts themselves (see section
below) we feel that It would be advisable at least to wlpe off,
perhaps with dilute hypochlorlte solution, all the outside
surfaces of objects as thoy are being removed from the CMo
After all objects of value are removed, the interior of the
module could be decontamlnatc_ with one of the standard vapor-
phase bactericides such a_ ethylene oxide, B-propiolactone, or
peracetlc acid.
2. C.0nsiderations of _uaraDtine
The most likely source of lunar pathogens, if indeed any
exist, would be theastronauts themselves° Lunar organisms,
even if not inherently pathogenic, could, acting in conjunction
with terrestrial organisms in the nose and throat of an astron-
aut, produce disease° Since nuch a symbiotic relationship
would depend on the organisms normally found in the respiratory
flora of different persons, one could equally conceive that,
while the astronauts themselves might not possess the proper
combination for activation of lunar organisms, they could in
theory transmit such organisms to other persons whose _asal
flora did contain suitable symbloticso Under such circumstances,
one would have to consider tha_ any illness occurring within
the astronauts within a fe_ weeks aftler return--or among persons
in association with the astronauts._-wouid have to be thought of
as potentially significant and _herefore subject to strlct iso-
lationo
There is also the question of scientists whose studies may
necessitate some direct contact with the lunar samples soon
after the samples are brought to Houston_ I_ is this Panel'B
hope and expectation that no such conSact will be necessary°
The scientific work that needs to be done quickly, before such
time (2-3 weeks) as we can be reasonably sure that no pathogens
are present, can all be done, we belleve_ behind biological
barriers° (Reports on the specifications, commercial availabil-
ity, and constructional details of such barriers have already
been sent to Dr° Elllott Harris at the MSCo) The other scien-
tific panels have already Inalcated to us that the studies
theft need to be done immediately on arrival of the lunar samples
au Houston (eogo, x-ray spectroscopy of the radloactlve isotopes,
mass spectrometry of volatile material) can indeed be done behind
the biological barriers° However, if _t develops that some
early study should be done that cannot use the bacteriological
cabinets, and that a scientlst will be exposed_ then quarantine
of that scientist should be considered°
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The whole question of the possible return of lunar patho-
gens is really a public health matter, and, for that reason,
the Biosciences Panel feels that further expert advice and
opinion should be sought° It is our feeling that it is our
responsibility to state that a_problem exists, but not neces-
sarily to make recommendatlonsas to how it can be circumvented°
Further, we understand that the Space Science Board of the
National Academy of Science-National Research Council is con-
venlng, at NASA's request, a conference on this subject at
Washington on July 29-30 of this year° We hope that this
conference will be able to make firm recommendations on the
public health aspects of possible lunar pathogens.
3° Astronaut Trainin_
a
The as.tronauts are already receiving extensive training in
geology and other earth sciences° This should be extended to
include microbiological trainin_ Ks wello This training could
be given by the mi_roblologist who is Joinlng the MSC Staff,
Dr. Elmo Dooleyo The instruction should emphasize methods of
collecting and handling samples under aseptic conditions, and
should demonstrate how easily sterile material can become
contaminated with a person's own microbiological flora. The
astronauts should be shown the common laboratory demonsUration
of bacterial transfer, such as that effected by placing one's
finger on, or coaghing over, an open petri dish° They should
also practice har_ling and transferring sterile material, and
demonstrate that they can do this without contamination°
mmS_ _ •
SAMPLE COLLECTION AND pACKAGING
i. Samples for Microbiological Examination
Lunar mlcroorganlsms, If they are to be found at all, are
most likely to occur in finely divided material collected elther
at some depth below the surface, or on She surface at sites
where no direct exposure to the Sun's rays ever occurs. Samples
should be small (a few grams each are sufficient), separately
packaged, and accompanied by a description of the type of locale
from which they were taken. The more individual samples tha_
are collected, the greater will be the chance of finding any
organisms. The sampling equipment and containers (see Sections
3 and 4 below) should be clean and Sterile. Efforts should
be made to keep the samples cool (preferably below 35 ° C) all
the time from collection to delivery to the MSC laboratories.
2. Samp!es for Organic-compound Search._nd Identificati0 _
The organic chemists, unlike the microbiologists, will
need large samples. They will be searching for organic com-
pounds that will exist in, probably, no more than the parts-
per-million range, or even parts-per-billiono Thus, samples
for the organic chemists should be at least 500-1000 grams in
size. It is also obvious that the more such l-kg. samples the
organic chemists had, from different locales, the gre_ater would
be their chances of finding lunar organic compounds. It maybe
that more than one l-kgo sample could be provided to the organic
chemists by their sharing at least one sample with the petro-
graphers. Assuming that a sample of lunar material_is already
a powder, and thus doesn't need further grindln_ or cr_shing,
the organic chemists will wish only to do a series of organic
solvent and aqueous ex_ractlons. The great mass of remaining
(and essentially unchanged) minerals can then be used by the
petrographers for their examinations. Dr. C. Frondel of the
Minerology-Petrography Panel indicated at the Houston meeting
that such a procedure would be acceptalbe for at least part of
_he material for which that Panel is planning experiments.
_rrangements for multIT_le-use of the lunar samples is highly
desirable. It should be quite feasible for the organic chemists
to do their extractions and then give the material to other
scientists for whose work the simple extractions would not
interfere.
LiKe the biologists, the organic chemists would prefer
sub-surface_samples. Samples taken from the lunar surface, even
from sun-shaded locales, will be of far less interest. The
further one goes below the lunar surface (assuming the dust-
layer m_de?) the older the material should be and the more pro-
tected from cosmic ray effects° The organic chemists would,
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also like the biologists, prefer to have their samples packaged
separately and accompanied by a description of the locale
(appearance of the surface material, how far below surface the
sample was taken, relation to position of the LEM).
3. SamDlin_ Deyice_
The best way to collect samples may not be known until the
"Surveyor" missions have provided us with a good knowledge of
the character of the lunar surface where Apollo landing(s)
will be made. However, it seems best at this time to make ten-
tative plans for sample taking from both a surface that is (a)
thick dust or finely divided material and (b) solid rock. In
the case of (a), the device shown by Dro Shoemaker of the
Geology Panel, at the Houston Symposium, the highly-modified
"Jacob's staff", should be suitable to enable the astronauts to
reach down and take samples from as deep a position as possible
in the "dust" layer. However, this device needs alteration to
permit the gathering of small (1-10 gram) as well as large
(I kgo) samples. Of course, the sample scoop must be completely
sterile and completely free of organic compounds.
If case (b) holds and the LEM sits down on solid rock,
some kind of a drill or "coring" device will be necessary.
It is our understanding that NASA now has such a device under
development, but that it is expected to be too heavy to go on _
the first Apollo manned lunar landing° If that is true, and
if the first landing will be on solid rock, we can only recom-
mend that the astronauts be provided with some sort of pick-and-
shovel combination that may enable them to chip off a few inches
of the upper surface and bring back at least a few chunks of
the underlying material. Again, any such devices used on the
moon must be clean and sterile°
4. sample cpntaine_s
This i§ a subject that _s of very gre_t Interest to all the
scientific panels, but it is also one on which considerable
agreement was reached at the Houston meeting. In common with
the other panels, the Biosciences Panel strQngly recommends that
the sample packages be made of metal (aluminum appears to be
a very good choice), that they be gas-tight, and that their
sealing be accomplished on the simple repressurizing of the
LEM. We recommend that the aluminum containers be equipped
with indium-_ire or gold-wire seals° Such seals are in use in
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the laboratories of A. Tousimis (George Washington University)
and J. R. Cuthill (National Bureau of Standards)° Since the
sample storage compartment in the LEM will be a rectangular
parallelepiped, the individual aluminum containers should be
of the same, or cubic, shape° _The container "boxes" would
have the indium-wlre around the top edges with, of course,
detached tops. After the astronaut had placed a sample in the
"box" the top would then be laid on the indium strip On
, °
return to the LEM and repressurlzation of the module, the _
aluminum-indium would form a tight sealo Again we repeat the
obvious: the containers must be clean and
sterile.
It would b_e of considerable value if, after the aluminum
containers were placed in the LEM_s storage compartment, the
compartment could be pressurized up to 1 atmosphere with a
cylinder of carefully-purifled nitrogen° In this way no oxygen,
water, bacteria, etc. could reach the samples even if one or
more sample containers had, or developed, a leako The 2_eubic
foot sample storage compartment could, of course, be pros- .
s,,_4._ to 1 atmosphere wi_h a very small, "lecture-sizem_
cylinder of ga s .
j
One of the samples shouldbe placed in a sealed meti&l con-
tainer that will permit mass spectrometric examination hf any
volatile material that might diffuse out du_ing trsc_sit_. _
Dr. P. Gast of the Geochemistry Panel is in charg_ of the
arrangements for the initial mass spectrometric examination in
Houston, and our Panel (Dro Ko Biemann) will collaborate with
him so a search can be made for both organic and inorganic
volatile compounds. At any rate, the sample container whose
content is to be analyzed should be opened directly into the
mass spectrometer while the spectrum is continuously scanned°
For this, some way of connecting the sample-container and spec-
trometer has to be designed° This could be either a flange
permanently attached to the sample-contalner (which would, hew-
ever, increase its weight and require the astronaut to decide
which particular sample to place in the flanged container) or
Ir the incorporation of a large vacuum lock in the design of
_ spectrometer. The sample-container could then be put into
this lock, lock pumped down, lock opened to the spectrometer,
and the sample-container punctured (using a bellows-operated
steel pin) after the background spectrum became negligible.
Devices ef this kind should present no engineering problem.
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50 Seismology Charges andRetrorocket Fuel
Some of the planned seismology experiments will_require
the setting off of small explosive charges on the moon° Such
charges would make very insecure the organic chemists 9 search
for lunar organic compounds° The solution here is simple:
the astronauts should be instructed to set off the charges
only after the samples for the organic chemists have been
collected and safely stored in the LEMo
Much more serious is the problem of the LEM_s retrorocket
fuelo On its lunar landing, the LEM_s motors will burn about
4000 lbso of a N_O4-hydrazine-unsymmetrical dimethylhydrazine
mixture° For th_ organic chemists and their search for traces
of lunar organic compounds, this is a serious situation° It
emphasizes the necessity _f sub-surface samples° It also
means that the astronauts .should take, for the organic chemists,
samples as far away from the landing site as possible° In
addition, if, on landing, the LEM approaches the lunar surface
tangentially (as opposed to straight down), the samples should
be collected away from the LEM in the direction opposite to
the approach path°
Regarding the ret_-orocket fuel, we strongly recommend that
a study be made b_th of the trace organic impurities in the
fuel and o_ _ combustion products formed when the N,O -
dimethyl_ydrazine mixture is burned in vacuum° It wo_l_ be
particularly valuable, lf such studies could be made in the
presence of the kinds of minerals expected on the lunar surface°
The organic chemists will need to know more than the obvious
volatile combustion products (C02, CO, H20 , N2, H2, NO, etcol°
They will need to know what higher molecular-welght organic
compounds are present or formed, including those that are formed
in minute percentage yields (down to at least 0o01%)o Since
gas chromatography wilA be one of the organic chemists' chief
tools in searching for lunar organic compounds, it should be
used in the search for the organic products of the
dimethylhydrazine oxldationo In addition, at the time of launch-
ing of the Apollo spacecraft, a sample (a few pounds) of both
the N204 and the dimethylhydrazlne used for the LEM should be
saved° Then, when the lunar samples are back on Earth, if. the
organic chemists find evidence for a compound (eogo, in the
mass spectrum or GLC trace) as yet unreported as a N_04-
dimethy]hydrazine product, they still may have the cnance of
ruling out the rocket fuel as the source of the compound°
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From the organic chemists _ viewpoint, one excellent way
around the retrorocket fuel problem would be to use perde_tero
dlmethylydrazine (with all hydrogen atoms replaced by deuterium)0
We believe, however, that other scientific groups _ha_ axle in- _L
terested in lunar isotopic ratios woul_ object _o thlo° ,'This '"
idea might be kept in mind for a later Apollo manned landing
if (a) no further isotopic ratios (H/D ratios, at least) _re
to be determined and (b) the organic analysis failed to settle
clearly whether a particular compound was lunar-indlgenous or
came from the retrorocket fuel burning°
6o Out_asslng of the Space Suits
,,,,, ,,
'r ' I
Another matter of concern to the organic chemls_s is the
possible outgasslng of the astronauts' suits durlng_the' sample-
collecting trips from the LEMo This might Iead to trbubleB@me
chemical contamination of the samples° I_ Is, therefore, our
recommendation that a thorough study be made of the volatile
compounds that escape from the space,suit_materials uflder the
lunar temperature and pressure conditions° rt is_partlcularly
important that gas chromatographic and mass spectrophotometric
records be made of such volatile compounds° Furthermorej such
records should be gotten in consultation w_th, or under'the
supervision of, the scientists who will be examining the re-
turned lunar samples for volatile organic compounds. -'_
If studies of the outgassing of the Su_ts indicated _evere
organic-compound contamination, we wou_d hope that the posmi-
bility would be considered of substituting mater_al of ex- _L
tremely low vapor pressure (metals, metal bellows) in the con-
struction of the space suits° We realize, of course, that
the technical problem here may be quite Insurmountable, and we'
raise this point only with respect to what _he organic'chemiSts
might consider to be "ideal" sample collecting condltians.
7o Summary of Sampling Recgmmendations
It is perhaps worthwhile to summarize here the Bioselences
_,_el's recommendations regarding sample types_ collection_
.,ackaging and transporto In response to the suggestion made
by Dr. Verne Co Fryklund, Program Manager for the Apollo
Science Program, we will designate our recommendations as
ideal (I), acceptable (A), and minimum (M)_o
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a. Number and amounts_ of samples:
(I) Many 1-gram samples of finely divided material
collected from different locations (all from sub-surface
and permanently shaded spots) plus several sub-surface
500 E-I kg. samples. (A) Several 1-gram samples and
one or two larger samples, collected as above. (M)
Anything in any form the as_ronauta can bring back.
_. Sample collection:
(I and A) Sample material should be collected only
with instruments that are sterile and completely free of
detectable o_ganic compounds. The locale from whence the
sample was taken should be Tecorded on the container.
(M) Samples picked up in any fasMion the astronauts can
devise.
c. Sample containers:
(I) Hermetically-sealed, metal, clean-and-sterile
containers; containers placed in inert gas-pressurized
storage compartment on the LEM. (A) Samples placed
in individual, clean, and sterile plastic containers
(preferably Teflon). (M) Samples placed in anything the
astronauts can find available.
d. Sample transport:
(I and A) The samples should be kept cool (preferably
not above 35 ° C) after collections. (M) Anything the
astronauts bring back, regardless of what it is subjected
to On the return trip, will be scientifically valuable.
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THE HOUSTON LABORATQRIES
The Biosciences Panel's concern with the facilities at MSC
at the time of the return of the lunar samples has been to
assure that the initial investigations carried on there can
be done under conditions of good biological control. Most of
all we wish to make sure that the search for possible lunar
organisms may be carried on under conditions where contamina-
tion by terrestrial organisms is highly unlikely. Our second
consideration is to minimize any exposure of investigators at
MSC to possible lunar pathogens. Both of these objectives may
be achieved through the use of the sort of "biological barriers"
that are now being used at the U. S. Army's Biological Labora-
tores at Fort Detrick, Md. Information which will enable the
MSC Staff to begin planning the erection of these barriers at
the Houstoninstallatlon has already been sent from
Dr. Charles Phillip_ of this Panel to Dr. Elliott Harris at
MSC. We recommend that sample containers not be opened until
they are within the complete isolation unit at MSC, and after
their outer surfaces have been thoroughly cleaned and steri-
lized. Here both the in vitro and in vivo biological tests
should be done, as well"as the scien-_i_r_'_--investigations
(y-ray spectroscopy and mass spectrometry) that cannot wait
for the results of the tests for pathogens. As far as we are
aware, no initial investigation at MSC is being planned by any
scientific panel that could not be carried out inside the bac-
teriological barriers°
We will repeat here what we said in an earlier report,
namely, that the MSC sterile-laboratory facilities be in
charge of an experienced microbiologist who would supervise
the initial handling of the lunar samples. His Judgments should
be backed up by an outside advisory panel of microbiologists.
Finally, when the samples arrive at MSC there should be a
clear authority set up that will designate which samples may
be elloted to designated investigators. There should be no
cc:_fusion at that time regarding the handling and disposal
0 _ _mples.
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The Biosciences Panel has spent a considerable fraction
of its time in planning the types of investigatlons that it
believes should be undertaken on the lunar samples. These in-
vestigations are of two broad types: (i) the search for the
existence of viable organisms on the moon and (2) the search
for lunar organic compounds. In some respects, these two
searches overlap each other, and this should be kept in mind in
reading the suggestions that Pollowo Furthermore, this panel
feels that it can only suggest, or outline, the sort of experi-
ments that should be done on the lunar samples. Between now
and the time the samples are available, equipmen_ and tech-
niques will change° Equipment that today seems best for cer-
tain analysis will be quite obsolete by the end of the decade.
The same considerations apply to investigators and laboratories°
The best laboratories for the accomplishment of certain tasks
today may not be the best by 1970o Consequently, final selec-
tions of research groups to carry out specific investigations
should be left for the future°
io Search for Viable Lunar 0rganis_9
There is really no one-on our present panel to plan in
detail the exact media and techniques to be used in the biolo-
gical tests for viable lunar microorganisms° The Panel expects
to expand its membership to include microbiologists to plan
this search° In any event, it appears that these details can
be planned later° The simple culture media, microscopes,
etc. can be accommodated easily behind known, and even commer-
cially-available, bacteriological enclosures. Consequently,
there should be no difficulty An arranging for this work to be
carried out at the MSC.
Another method that we recommend for the search for lunar
organisms, whether viable or not, is the use of the ele=tron
probe X-ray microanalyzero This method is not destructlve and
thus will permit re-use of a sample for other analytical pro-
cedureso There would be no hurry about the use of this tech-
nique, and the work need not be done in Houston. However, the
biological entities in the lunar samples. Already, electron
probe microanalyzers have succeeded in locating bacteria when
both biological and optical methods have failed (Ao Tous_mis,
Proceedings of the..International conference on X-Ray ODtic._ and
X-Ra_ MicFo_nal_sis , Academic Press, New York, 1963, po _39)_ -
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2. The Search for Luna V Organi c Compounds
ao Mass spectrometryo. There is_Only One technique;_ ' in this
area of i_tere:st that sh0uld be applie_ at MSC ra_her quickly
" after the lunar samples are brought there, ioeo, while the search
for pathogens is still actlve_ This is an investigation the
results of which would be of interest both to the geochemists
and to the organic chemists_ namely, the mass spectroscopic
investigation of the nature of any volatile compounds appearing
from the lunar samples° Dr. Pc Gast of the Geochemistry Panel
is in charge of arranging for these measurements,:and the
Biosciences Panel (through Dro Ko Biemann) wlll keep in touch
wlth him° The geochemistry requirement would De _ simple
_igh-sensitivity mass spectrometer that permits scanning the _
spectrum up to xenon, l_eo, to mass 14O or thereabQuts--a
suitable example is Ao Co Nier_s 2-inch radius, double-focusing
instrument at the University of Minnesota° No accurate isotope
ratio measurements are planned by the geochemists for the pre-
liminary examinations at the MSCo Such a spectrometer would
fit the organic chemists _ requirements well, exce_ that we
might wish to extend the mass'range a little, s_c_i as up to
mass 200° For this purpose we will look into the po sslbility
of using an "Omegatron", which is a synchrotron-type instrument
at present widely used in.the analysis of residual Eases in
vacuum tubes° Whatever mass spectrometer is acquired for t_se
.experiments should not be used beforehand for anything else
(it should have the lowest possible background) except for test-
ing and model experlmentso As was mentioned earlier in this
report under "Sample Containers", the sample c0ntaine_, ehould
be one that can be opened dlrec_ly into the mass,spectrometer.
The mass spectrometer will also play an importan_ role in
the general search for any organic compound, non-volatile as
well as volatile, that may be found in the lunar samples° It
has already played an important part in the analysis of life-
implicated organic compounds from pro-Cambrian rocks (G. Eglin-
ton, eto alo, Science 145, 000 (1964); Wo Go Meinscheln,
Eo So Barghoorn, and Jo Wo Schopf, Science _, 000 (196_)|
b_,th these papers are scheduled to appear in July or August)°
bo Chromatography and spectroDhotometryo There is already
a considerabl6' _iterature on the analys'is of'carbonaceous chon-
drites (meteorites) by a variety of chromatographic and spec-
trophotometric techniques (see, for example, "Organic Consti-
tuents oC the Carbonaceous Chondrites", Mo H° Briggs and
Go Mamlkunian, Space Scio Revo _, 647 (1963)o After thoroug_h
extraction with both water and organic solvents, the organic
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chemists have applied chromatography in a variety of forms
(column, paper, thin-layer,_gas, and ion-exchange) to separate
out various fractions and compounds° Absorption spectro-
photometry has then played a major role in the identification
of organic compounds° In this way the organic chemists have
tentatively identified, from carbonaceous chondrites, such
classes of organic compounds as porphyrins, amino acids, and
fatty acids° Their efforts have been marred only by the very
gr_at difficulty of rulln_ out terrestrial contamination as
the source of these compounds° In the case of the lunar
samples, the same well-establlshed methods can be applied,
and, if the sample collecting and packaging are properly done,
terrestrial contamination will no longer plague the organic
chemist° These investigations will reveal not only whether
there are lunar organic compounds, but also whether such com-
pounds are of the sorts associated with living organisms on
Earth_(amino acids, carbohydrates, fatty acids, purines and
pyrimidlnes, porphyrins)o They will also tell us whether
there is optical rotatory power in either mixtures or puri-
fied fractlons of lunar organic compounds°
co Electron ._rgbe an_ secondar_ ion e_lasion analysis°
The.use or theelectron probewas already mentioned as a tool
in the search for possible lunar organisms° It may also prove
of value in the search for localized concentrations of low
atomic weight elements indicative of organic compounds° The
electron probe may also be greatly compl_mented by the new
method of secondary ion emission analysil (Ro Castaing and
Go Slodzian, Proceedlngs_of the Eum_pean Regions! Conference
an Electrgn..Micr0scopy, (Delft, 1960),VOlo I, .... _ -
No Vo DrU_keriJ Trio, The Hague, The Netherlar_ds, 1961, po 169)0
This.is also an in si_u method of analysis of even higher
resolution than the electron probe, which is limited to the
analysis of the outer approximately 20 atomlc-diameters of
a sample° Secondary ion emission analysis permits_he de-
tectlon of Considerably less material (down to I0 "A° _rams)
than the electron _robe will detect° It is also more sensi-
tive for low atDmic number elements (hydrogen included) and
capable not only of elemental, but also of isotopic analysis°
d. Other physical methodso The moon samples should
also be subjected to complete structural analysis° These
should include electron microscopy, electron diffraction, and
X-rs4 d_ffractlon0 The resolution of the electron microscope
is 2-3 A in diameter should be available° EleQtron microscope
staining and radiographic procedures are advancing very rapidly.
Currently, it is possible to localize enzyme molecules in
ultrathin tissue sections and to make them visible on unit
membrane structures of mitochondria and other cellular organ-
elles (Ho Fernandez-Moran, J0 Intlo SOCo Cell Biolo _, 411
(1962)_ Electron and X-ray diffraction prooedures on micro
sections of lunar samples may give useful crystallographic
data on any organic compounds that may be presento Diffraetlon
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patterns (Kossel line analysis) of mlcron-aize inclusions san
be obtained u_ing eleetron_pmobes of one,micron dewn to 0.I
micron (i000 X) in diaweter. Diffraction patterns of single
collagen fibrils (600 A in size) have been obta_ne_
(H. Mahl and W. Weitsch, J. In_l. Soco Cell Biol. l, 143
(1962).
i
Both ultracentrlf_ation_d mieroelectrophoretlcpro-
cedures can be used effectively to Isela_e part$cles om the
basis of _heir slze, shape , density,_ana charge. ,ghese _ii
known _echniques wil_ be of major importance in the search
for lunar 0rganic compounds. _
t
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Section XI
Mission Profiles
Introduction
The purpose of the study of planned activities of the astron-
auts on mission profiles, after landing on the moonis-to
define how a science program is to be carried out with seven
Apoilo flights to the moon. In defining a science program
it is not sufficient to list the measurements, and required
instruments;, one must also make a Tough assessm_vnt__at
actually can be accomplished under the known or conjectured
operating constraints°
A work statement was prepared that included objectives, con-
straints, and guidelines as we knew, or thought _e_eOuld
anticipate, them that could be in turn used to determine
what could be done on seven missions° We also included
several alternate or contingency missions° iThe mission
profiles given in the appendix, were prepared as a paper ..
exercise by a team of geologists, geochemists, and geo-
physicists from the Uo So Geological Survey; a four hour
mission studied by the Manned Space Science Division is also
o • • J
included in _ the appendix°
q •
The next Step in the process will be to simulate the activities
in real •_ime: first unsuited and finally suited after con-
finement in a LEM mockup for the time needed to fly to the
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moon. The results of time vs Sask studies obtained by:slmu-
lation will be used for the final definition of the Apollo
Lunar Science Program°
Workstatement for Apollo Science Program
Mission Profile Study
(Prepared by Staff of M_ned Space Science Division)
The following section is the wo_kstatement for a mission pro-
file study° The constraints, as listed, are tentative and in
some Instanqes arbitrary° For example,$_rel_e_r_@_
decision that Apollo Mission I will have a surface staytime
of 6-8 hours°
I. PURPOSE:
The purpose of this study is to eliminate _aJor flaws
in the planning for the Apollo Science Program°
J
IIo OBJECTIVES:
The specific objective is to prepare sample mission
profiles for the science portion of the Apollo pro-
Jecto Profiles for all the nominal, alternate, and
limited missions will be prepared on the assum_tlon that
the mis_lon ha_ been preced_ 9nl_ by the mission or
missions indicated by the path shown in'Figure
For example, the profile for Apollo Mission III will
be prepared two ways° First, Mission I was nominal,
.
m m
III o
then Mission II was limited (L2)..then Mission III
was nominal° The profile for Mi1_sion III by wa_. of
II L2 may differ, signi.fieant-ly fraa Mission III b7
way. of N4o _,"
1_,IS,SION OBJECTIVES:
To learn as much as possible about'_the origin a _history,
and constitution of the moon_ More exactly, it_is desired
to determine the .geoloEica:1 _, geophysical, and geochemical
,parameters _of thB_ lan_ing sites; to investigate the phys-
ical and chemical properties-, of the atmosphere; and to
recover sample_ for _tudy-on earth° In addition, radi-
ation monito_ri_E for'_rQw, safety Is* to be included _ and
given priority, ove_ "_.all oSher mea_urementso _ Othe_r poe-
slble hazards might be considered°
First priority will be given to operations necessar7
for mission salfetyo Second priority will be given _o
those necessary for the safety or successof future
missions° Examples of 6perations in these categories
include measurement ofthe engineering-proper_ies Or
the surface, and monltor_ng Of radlatloa and microme_e-
oroid fluxo
Furthe_priorities will-.be assigned to Investitations an_
experimenSa, _o ,the.extent that they:
kIVo
l@ are of basic and permanent scientific value,
2. can be done only on the surface of the moon,
3. can be done _nly by a man, 4.:
40 are waluabla for future s_Aent_ fic
J
purposes° ,.
GEneRAL CON S_._AINT S (Missions I'- VIi)
Ao Space Suit Factors 'i
or operational
i0
2o
The maximum endu_nce_,:time of the.A_l_e suit
with PLSS is 4 hours,-of which _e last .hour is.
.contingency time° Normal! operating tile wail
_-no%' over 3 hoU_ao
The maximmm walking digtance of an asta,_.nm_¢ on
the lunar su_.face, .assuming level, firm terrain,
is about_2o4 .miles. This is an_ablolute
figure _ase_..on.FLSS endurance and metab_llc loado
o
The maximum distance from the LEM permissible
during any mls_ion'will probably be abomt i-/_.
mileo _ :
Body. movements in a pressurized suit are restrlctedo
Squatting and kneeling take several times the
un_ulted $ime _nd @ff@rt_ Lif$1Bg arms ab@¥@
..e_ulder height _is d£fficulto Putting a hand in
front of the face requires a definite effort.
4o Ha'n_ movements are restricted by the glove°
6rlpping objects on the erder of 1 1/2 inches in
-5-
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diameter for long periods will be diffi@ult.
Looking down between one's feet will be difficult.
The faceplate will prevent any object from being
brought closer to the !eye than 2 I/2 in@hes.
Bo LEM Factors
i. The maximum separated endurance time of the LEM
is 48 hours° The ma_mum surface stay tlme'is
2_hour_0
2_ 2_0 pounds of s@ientific equipment (including power
._Supply, telmetry, etco) can be carried to the moon.
b,
.,. 40 pounds of this can be carried inside the CSM,
and must occu_.y..not over one cubic foot. The
rest of the equ!_pn_ must be carried on the out-_
side of the LEM descent stage,° 80 pounds of ,
scientific payload (s_mples, film, tapes, and
_containers) can be brought back to Earth, and
must fit within two cubic feet°
@ Nominal turn-around time fo,r. the LEM is about
one _h0ur o
Feur .PLSS recharges are available for lunar
•surface o_erationso 0nl_ one can be recharged
a_ a time°
Ve PARTICULAR ,CONSTRAINTS (Mission I)
A• Total outside surface %_Am_e_iii be _ hourj,
time 6-8 hours• : ....
Be
C •
totalstay-
Only one man"Wi£1_ outside at a timea except for
emersencie.. Bo , wi l get out.
The man on the surface Will stay within view of the
D@
Ee
LEM at all times, except for the walk-around inspee-
,tion of the la_dlr_ gear. '
The maximum walking distance from the LEM .wild,Me
,.
about, one-half'mile. . _':'_.
For planning purposes, the following perfo_nce
figures will be used fo_ a man on the lunar.',k_rface
in the Apo.llq :suit:
I. Maximum sustalne_ wal_ing speed, level ground -
7Q feet/mlnuteo
a, Walk'inK speed, level grou/%d, stralght-line tra-
Verse, with occasional rack .sam_llng - 20 to
,'. t
25 feet/minute• _ _
S. MaXimum grade climbable for short dlstances - 3DO.
4. Strides will be 8 to i0 inches long.
F. A sclentist-astronaut will, not go on the f_rst mislion.
G. Ordnance (i.e., explosives for _e_smic shoot,hE, etc.)
: w_ll not be carried on the first mission.
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Vlo PARTI_AR CONS_RAZNTS (Missions II and II!)
Ao
_o
The maximum stay-;Zlme of_the LaM for Apollo-Misslons .,..
II and III Is 8 hours°
The rate at which the astronauts will walk and elopes
that they can cl,lmb will-be determined from NI,
Co through E same as in V.
.F. A Scien_lwt-as_ro_a.uff may not-be present on Apollo
-,.%
Miselon I_[; a scien_£st-ast"ronaut madbe presen_:_ _n
Apollo Mlssleg III,._and'.latero ._
G, _ O_'_nance may be c,ons.£.dered for Apollo Mission II or
, later°
%r_Zo PARTICULAR CoNStRaiNTS _Mis,_ons _V- VII)
"". _o.-Maximum s_&yltlme_Or Apollo Missions IV- VII _s 24
f
hours° The OUTSIDE time Is 9 man-ho_l_s. &,e. f_st
man out for'a fihree-h_r period, second m_n out:for
three-hour per!od.'then flrst.mkn out"fbr a second
three-ho_r pe ,-_
Bo Operation with two men,outside may be_cheduledfor
Mission IV. Two men would be outside:fora period of
three hours, i_eo 6 man-hours, This _peration would
require some changes in PLSS:cha_Ee ra_e,
_+ . elSm
Vlll.
_IDE_I_ES_ •
4_
A, The Apollo scAence,, prosra_,, guidelines ,°f O0_tober $_
m
apply to all mlsslons, _ntll further notice.
B. The fields of. Investlgat,lons,. will _e: .:_Ee°IoEyB.._.:+
geophysics, geochemistry m blology_ and the lunar
Co
atmosphere.
The s_b-dlvislons of thR fields of investigation Ire:
i. F_id geology
2. :Mineralogy and _etrogrlpfiy (to _e d_ne on re- ';
i.
turne_ samples).
Geoshemlst_ (most, if no$ all, geochemical ac$ivities
will b_ 49ne on returned sa_ple_.
on th_ moon can be considered.)
Geo_hys!cs
i0 L:Passlve-sei_mology
Analytical ehemist:7
3_.
:_.
Actlve,_eep, selsm@l_
Englnberln_ se.lsmaiog_
Magnet ic measuremente
6
Atmo|Dhere
J't
Hea_ measurements ++
+.
Gravity measurements
- measure_en_ of physlcal add chemical
properties.
Biology - analysis o_ Petux_aed aa_les.
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IX.
Do Assumed equipment or instrument,a_tion
i0 Complete photoge_logic coverage of nominal site
at scale of i:I0,000
2° Normal geologic hand tools or their eqQivalent;
cameras, sample centainers, etCo
30 Appropriate geophylical instrumentm ._ -._
• J
4. Radio link with LEM and earth an_"_h_nd"held TV
_o _Istance of 50' from the LEM
N0_XNAL AND pQNTINC_ENCY MISSIONS: _
Detailed operational sequences for Apol,lo'N_&si_ns mASt
Include sequences for nominal missions, 12mlte_iisslons,
and al_ernate missions. An alternate miUi_n._:"_f_ed
as ene in which the LEM does n0t descend _e the:a_u_faee,
or the astronaut does not emerge after dencenti '_'n_m-
bet of other alte:'_ate missions can be':_magined. ,'_Is
study will include only _he possibilities sho,_ in
_able io Limited missions are defined as. those mil-
siona where the astronaut does descend f_a the LEM _:
for periods of time almost up to that of the r_omira_l
planned mission. This study will include three _lu_ble
llmlted missions as shown in Table I. _
N_ai_almissions land on the selected site and remeln
fe_ the planned durations After _he f_r_t A_I_o
mission several types of nominal m_ssi@na e_ be ..
°" • '4
recognized dependingon the position _of a new site as
compared _Ith an old site. TMAs study will include the
nominal missions described In Table 1.
t
TABLE 1 Mission Definitions
A. Alternate MAssions
• . . j
AI. Command and Se_iceModule (CSM) does not go
into lunar orbit. (Circumlunar o_ iong cis-
lunar or long _cislu_ar trajectories a_e the
only such missions_worth study at this time.)
A2.
A3..
CSM goes into lunar orbit but LEM does no$
descend. -.
c.
LEE descends but does no_ land.
B.
A4. LEM lands but S,_ astronaut does not get, out.
ys
Limited Missions
LI° LEM descends and an astronaut gets out for no
more than one hour.
L2. Crew spends more than l:hour and _eas _han 4 _
hours on surface.
L3° LEM lands on a non-nomlnal area (no large
seals map availablO).
a. One astronaut spends no more than 2 hours
b°
outside time.
•tay is for the mcminal period of time.
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C. Nominal Mission
NI. Nominal mission to first landing site.
N2. Nominal mission to preceding landing area,
original landing site in view.
N3. Nominal mission to preceding landing area,
landing site not in view.
N4 Nominal mission to a new area.
Apollo Mission I will have certain operational pos-
sibilities that will include those of Table I, ex-
cept N2, N3, and N4. Apollo Mission II will have
all the possibilities listed in Table 1 and each
of these possibilities can be achieved by being
preceded bY any one of tbe_Mission I possibilities.
/
It is obvious that if we wish to prepare a realistic
Apollo science prpgram we must consider not only
4
nominal missions but a number of possible ¢ontimgen-
cles. At this time, however, we must make a limlt_d
selection for detailed study from the very large
number of possible paths. The examples to be Studied
are shown _in Figure . The linked_missions will be
sAudied as examples of possible Apollo science pro-
grams.
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PBLD__: _ OF
Jl lliOlin X,IRAII _ Am. M,,HII,_II-II.XSSIOIS
by Do Beattie, |. _wAn. _ P. Lowmaa
• --. ".
Manned Space Science-Division, NASA Headquarte_
IntrpductAon .,
This report presents prelimlmar_.,resul_s of a study of
scientific Investlgat!on_ which can be carried I out d_ing the
firet of seven Apollo landings (the approved program)° It has
three specifia purposes: : '_ '
I0
@
To outline nominal, llzlted_ a:>.d _ :,:ut, al%er1_ate mtasion :
sc lence, p_osrame | ..
To fAr__ flaws An o_ren:_-plans, such as the _PQ.'_l_.":mt 12: t:.
%he A_ Me_..committee ("I_nne_ Reds, t"); alWJl:.'. _ " ' _" •
To @efi_e a_eas in Wh_.eh more Inform4t_io_ ._Ii ._e_IL-'ro_ .....
meaningful planning.
• he etudy covers on15, a first mission w!th.#O_
available for surface operations ex_luslve of vehle_@-ohecko_
_d i;elre_a_l l_lalted _nd &_terra_te _s£or_o The _o_l_r_ 111401 _
assumptions ve:-e made, ba_ed on v_rloA_s sources-°
1_ _ne m_or objective on _ mA_lon_ will be "the safe "
_e_rn of the crew.
2° Subject to crew stupefy., selefltlfle/en_i_eerfng operatlone
will receive tc_ p_rior_t¥o Of these o_rmtlons, sample
_,_,=l £a ,moat _rtu._t o
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3. Scl_ntif!_ _*_._±ons will b_J.planned so that t)wupte
unplanneg termlna_ion of _be ml|slon will, not cJuso a
corresponding loss of sclentlflc .data; l.e;o:_._toper-
• . - :._.
ationm will be compartmented with respect to schedulSng
as much as _oss!bie. _ ..... _ ,. .., .. ..
4. The best guarantee that Lm, experiment, will _be _erformed.
iS its simplicity _nd ease of performance, a_d m_n_aum
equipment°
Other assumptions are &Iv on in the work statement.
The moBt valuable scientific .ope_&tion will be t_e _oiog-
J
ical traverses,, because they can be done only on the moon and
done best by a man° Therefore, the ge_loglcal traverses will
• " . " 3 . ,. "",
be considered the prime op_ratiogal !ink; l.e._ any. excess time
can best be _sed in ic__ge;., mo:'e detailed._ or additional traverses,
Schedule of Investigations an_ MIDalomJ
The. following table presents a posaible dlstrllbution of
scientific investigations among the as sume_ seven Apollo missions.
It is based on the Ad Hoe Committee report a_d _eli_r.ary results
from the Apollo S_ience Program study team_.
TAU _.
X - performed on mission
Invest,_zat!on Schedule
Numbers in parentheses refer to landing sites listed on page 4.
Inve_tig_tion
io Terrain and outcrop
study
MS s sion Numb er '('Site.1
I II III -.i_ V 'T_- VII
(_) (I) (3) (6) C5) (2) (4)
i
X X X X X X X
..2o' Sample col!eotion [incl.
biology and _escription) X X X X X X X
S o Photography X X X X X X X
_. Corlng and logging
5o Particlpation of
scientist-astronaut
_o_ Passive seismometry
20 Active selsmometry
X
X X X X X X
X X
X X X X
X X X
X X
X X
3. _-Gravimetry
4° Geodetic observations
5° _eat flow
6. Surface radiation
?o Electrical surveys
80 Participation ot
scientist-astronaut
X
X
?
X
X
X
X X
X X
X X
X X
% X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
-?
ZnvestlKatlon Cont.
Miscellaneous:
I. Meteoroid and eJecta
flux measurement
m_m
• l I I III -I_V. V V I
(_) (I) '(3)" (6) (5) (2)
X X _
VII
(,)
..L:? •
30
4.
5.
Atmosphere analysis
Trafflcability studies
Space _adiation studies
Meteoroid damage lnlpec-
tion of previously
landed equipment
Lending Sites
_:_ X ;X
x .x x
X
•K, .,%
, .# %.
X
s',"
X
X
X
The following repreoent,e a lilt mr mad'or physiographic
features upon which it would be dII_able to'land if possl%le,_
All can be found with ln the A)ol_o.]_&ndln E area.
io Mare area " .
20 Vicinity of Copernioan a_,_ra_¢r.on mare
3'° Vicinity ofCopernic_a_.o_ater_on highland
_° V_elnity of_chaln ora_,e_ o_..m_re ....
- i
50 _Apenninian_ma_e.rial,,:
_o Pre-lmbrianma_erlal
It is evident tha$ th@ _sel_ct_on of landlng "sites de_e_
hig_hly on the results of the _ir_t ._andtng.and _he complete or
partial fulfillment of _he mo_ent$$%e tasks h_ _,,flrst landing°
The list of suggested landing _ea shows areas of diwerse geologic
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lnte_ |t. It is altogether probable that not all of the Ins_cu- #. y"
_ and experiments for the first flight will meet the fl_Eht
schedule or be succeasfull7 inteErated with the spacecraft ao
•,' '_hat amae elperiments may npt,-be ready until later Apoll 9 f_ighZeo
o 2.
60 :_.
8aemle Risslon Prof$1ea; N-I
H-i (See the preoe@t ,ng section for explanations of numbered
mle si4_ns,.) refers ¢o the .nominal _firrst landing with a total of
T_UP (4). _hOUPS, Im_dir_ ._e for Eetting in and out .of the LEM_
% . , -
avai_bi_e"for the _rface _eratiehso
" The ma_or tasks to be performed on N-I Include the following:
' z':.: _/l_-dlns. ,_:e in_ctlon-and description
Tlme antenna ..erect ion
GeoloElcal traverses
C'0nt ingen@y _Erab samplinE
Scientifiu instrument emplacement
TelevidAon camera tra'nsmiss"iO_,o
,_' :::'T;Aceo,plish these task_, $h:8 '2_::O'/_ilnh._s .of • available time
;:. "- * . . -
• _lb_ divided into ma_or..phases...: . f_r .each ._s_m_ _ foliows_
#
Fi'l"St Atitr_llA_t (8/_ coa_a, r_der) - 120 mint_mm_
•-. " _E_el.s _1_ mlno), eellee_ roek._-_uzple and re_u_,_
them to LEM as6en_ stage o "
Walk-a_ouh_ -_spelction (I0 mine ), range.,
distance ;meas'urement o
.,, ....
' Lon¢_ran_e .se, sample collectin_, inelo
'im_ ere¢tion (80 mino)
Heboard XJgl (15 mino )
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Second Astronaut .(_S-_tems,Eng[a-_]_:) _._'__r_e_s ;,;:
Egress (15 mini.) _:_ -._<... ..-
Television set_a_¢itransmission (20 mlno_) ._
. ,_.. _ ,_.
Geophysical !nstr_fi_ empl_ce_en% (25 min. I_
Long-range ._,reverse_amd_0._le collecting__. _ -(4.5 min.)
j
Reboa_d LEM'_I5 iino, l ,. (2) _,:
" • • ..
Whf_e_on the surface, each man will be continuallF'oSserve"_ d
_ the man-:in She LEM; the first man oUt will be mon_tbredyby
_elevision camera through:the LEM:wlhd_w if posslb_e_
Detailed Miss±Q_Pro#lle (N-i)
• i
First Astrona. ut
St artin_
0:00
0:15
•,- y
E_uipmen_ and operations [ ..
Equipment: walking staff/penetrometer; camera;
geoloEiea! .equipment _ "........::
Astronaut gets out of LEM and.-t'o-f_"Df ladder
at forward hatch ....
Equipment: same -- "
Astronaut che._ks footing and walking character-
istics at foo_ of.ladd_r,,,_.checks _.//S_ .mn_
communications operatlono_.Makes __und
inspection tour at b@se, of_.:.LEM, inc___he
following: :-, : : :_
(i) Real-time ve_b_i_._e_c_ipti0n of ground.
under LF4M_"._ner_l_gndition of _N, and
. f o
' _i.._ p.,_i_.:_!...
Fig I LONG RANGETRAVERSES
N-I MISSION
!
1000
FIRST
SECOND TRAVERSE
TRAVERSE
BLIND ZONE o BLIND ZONE
I I
400 FT.
I
FIRST TRAVERSE LENGTH_ 1600
TIME "_65 MIN.
SECOND TRAVERSE LENGTH _ 1100'
TIME = 45 MIN.
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personal status for real-time transmission
to IMCCo If dust were raised by retro
engir_'descrlbe dust settling and collect
dust
• 0
"(2) Selection of three random floa_ s_mples,
possibly between +Y and +Z pads ("cont_ng_r_y
.grab samples jr) and return them to LEM
Is:_ eX_ Stage ':'+ .....
o
't . (3) _n+peotion o_ :each leg and pad fo_+'con -
'; ,+ .... 'penetration, &nd stSbility about
2 m_no/leg_+_=_i: +an+v+ appreciable crater
formed _ ++e_i"o Jet _
..+
(4) Two penetration tests per quadrant
.;.O185 EquIpment'_ " same plUS telemetry.; ,antenna
Astronau$ goes t@ antenna stOrage compartment in "++...'_
41 ,'_ .T"
zm_ .
deloent stage, um_acks TM ante_ma+ Carries
antenna w_th cable 50 feet f_om LEM along
_o_e a_ lord-range traverse (Figo i), erects_
a_l_., ar_l act ivlteis it o "
Al_rmnaut than begins l_ng-range surface
i .+
_raverse alon_ a _on-retracinE loop as shown
(Fig° I), during wbC_eh he does the f©llo_ing
a_ his diacr_Aon +- -
++ + +
(1) +ont_al verbll descPiption Of +raPflca-.
_AI_ _crorellef, descent •stage erosion_
•'_L _.
-8_
- ,._.
,r _ . .
!
1:45
Second Astronaut
2:00
2 :15
and_perso_l status for-real-_time trans-
m_s si_on_ tO _IMCC. ,___ , ,.,'_-_-
(2) Stady, sampling, deSCription, .an_hotography
Of outcrops or loose fragment_".m_:¢e_A._,,:
(3) Rested' _errai n Ph0t0grRph _ 'in direction of
• "f . _ , # •
: tra#el. _, '_', , '_ . .....
(4) Panormsic terrain ph_o.t_graphy _'_o_w_Pd" at
....lim.dt Of traverm_e iob_, selected _oc0_ding.
to 1_olnt_ of interest o
(5) PenetratiOn tIeStSo _ _,, _"..
_Traverse lo0P br_n{s astrona_& ba_k to _board
LEMo DiScards "contingency samples if desirable°
E_ulpment: walking staff/penetrometer_ camera;
Eeole_ica_q_ipment; TV c_mera;
g_ophysical instrument package and
as_oc.iate e ment o _' ' ' " _"
'_:str_naut gets out'of LEM a_md to fbot of ladder
at f0rward_hatch o
Astronaut checks PLSS an4 _ommunicat_ons oper-
ation, gems to _e.ophys_e&__Instrument compart-
ment in descent stage and unpacks instruments., .-,_
placlnE on light weight carrying device° Walks
to _?4 antenna _ 50 feet o_ _ alon4_ traverse
" 9"
a;:35
3:00
route (see Fig. I) carrying TV camera and
towing geophysical instruments° Sets upj
turns on, and cheoks opera_ion of:TV camera,
Scans terrain 3600 around ,C@m@_a ,.,."zooming on
interesting featureS.° Scans LE_0 _o_s_ on +Z
landing pad _nd lego _ . -:-_._
Emplaces se.ismometer/gravity meter, radiation
meters, and micrometeoroid dg.tector ._nd o_he_
Instrument or, experiment near TM' ant_rma or
a_ o:t;her &pprop_late.. site at least 50 feet
from gEM, Makes geological' descr_ptlon (incl'_
sampling and pho_ograph_ of instrument site,
with special .at_enb._ion paid to coupling of
sqfsmograph o
WaXks approximately 100 fe_t be_o_d instru-
ments Just empl&ced with magnetometer; em_laces
_o •Makes geol_gical description of magneto-
meter site, sampl_o
Makes long-range geologlc&l traverse, as
lh0wn in F_ _, al_ng a non-retracing loop
with a total l@ngth of about Ii00 feet (dis-
tance based on speed of 25'/mino, which
allows for sampling and description°) The
exact route should be guided by exposures and
Cpoints of interest. Operations. same as first
astronaut,s traverse, but with more emphasis
on geology, less on r_cket erosiono Shoul_
use.reme, lni.n_:sampie a.ndfi!m_apacityo
3:45 Returna t,o LEg, discards excess samples and
q
erofil. : L-1
L-I refers to a limited firs_ .miss!o.n in which one astronaut
spends a tot_l of-one hour I_ surfade oD_rat_O_d.. "' '
Starting " :._-,_'
Time Eluipme_t and Operations
0:00 E_ress as in N_'car_ylng geol_glc_l equipment,
walki.gg staff, aj.mlcame ra_
0:15 Walk-arou_nd InspeCtion as in _-io
0:25 ShoT_-_ange ge_lO_ca_traverse within 100
feet of LEM; _o_s_'_le rou_e Shown in Fig° 2°
Opera_ions s_:_S in iQng-ran_e _raverse, but
a._tempt sho_l_ _ m_d_ to collect total wel_ht
of samples and to use all _llmo Systems
engineer shoul_keep TV camera on first astro- .
nau_ from Insi_.,_hO LEM_ with two terrain
scans I_ possi_e.
'0:45 Short-range 19_p will bring astronaut back to
LEM at f_rwapd '_,_h. Discards excess samples
and expendable equipment, reboards _EM as: in N-I.
Fig 2 SHORT-RANGETRAVERSE
L-I MISSION (I HOUR SURFACE
TIME)
/
/
BLIND ZONE
i
| !
50 FT.
BLIND ZONE
WALKAROUND
INSPECTION
PROBABLE
LIMIT OF
ROCKET
EROSION
( 10 MIN. )
TOTAL TRAVERSE LENGTH = 400'
TIME @ 20i/MIN. _ 20 MIN
i
•w:.
M_ss.Aon Profiles •
L.2 refers to a limited first mission 'in whloh _ _rom one to
fOul_,h_urS eurface'operatlons tlme is availabla, _'AT_houg.h both
aatronagto mi._t have t_me;.to., gd_,out_ It Is felt thSCt.'_me
,. , . ,,,_/,-_.
Would bp _00' valuable to permit, the Systems engineer to *g_ out,
The optimum _-2 mission 'would be the same as "L-I above_,
.with" addltlo_al %Ime spent in surface traverse operations°
. • ,-._ ; • _.. :,-.
.Mission P_ofile,s : L-3
" " o li
._-
L-3. r_fel_b to Zimlted first mlssions, on non-n_lhal sltesp
,_Ith no large-scale maps available. If the IMU can 'satisfactorily
deter_nine the posltion of the LEM,-. no major changes 'in the mlaslon
c- - _ " "_° - ,
profile seem necesdaryo Otherwise, some time may have to be
spent on geod-etic measurements such as resection with compass
from_ surrounding terrain o -'-
L,_3a (.no'more than two hours' au.tslde time) - same as L-I o_ L-2.
L-3b .(n@_,Inal time';period) - same as N-I except as noted
for additional position locatlomo
Mission Profiles: A-I . ,:_
; j"
A-I refers to an alternate first mission resultln_In a
. _o.
one-pass circumlunar orbAt or _/l_n$ cislunar orbit° Assuming
that the malfunction Pes_i_ible f_he alt_,_ate .tlsslon
.gas ,been taken care-of &_d the _rew Is in no. d_i_er, the follo_ln_
investigati_ns.mlght be carried Out°
Photography with hand camera of:
lunar |urt&ee •
. . t t.
'_planet| " , .
t
zodiacal' llg_ • '
2. Astronaut description of lunar surface f_atures b
_:;_
coor_._ nated with photography
3. Photography of lunar surface with gEM asce*.,.t
¢
stage cameras, if fea.slble
_ Activation of LF_ _nst.rument!. before Jettt_!_ to .per-
" air tracking in Olr_umlunar ,orbI_
5" _et_lson of some EdophysleaA :_• .. . £nstru_aents Into lunar
orblt if feasible (po_slbly ` m._netome_er _ radlatlon
d-+e_tor,'_= ., :_ -, :_: - :
::. :. : ._..:'.:..
L ' .' : '
Millloa"Profiles::A-2
.A-2 refers to aohlevement arluna_ orbit but without LE_
deseen_. I£ the LEM separates and 1o_operation_l, the optimum
salvage operation would be to use the, lsoent St_ke camerasa the
hand oa_er_, and tile TV camera _or i_ surf_acei_r_ cpnnals_anceo
First prler'tty ahO.rhld Me, 81_ te t_,:Antended landln_ sl_es,
vlth |Ube n¢ o ,a oA'.: ,. ,_
High latitudes, e__rd race
: .. ," .:,
Par |14e Of. the noon ,. !:_._
Sun
- 13.-
Pla, net8 "
Operat lone
Zoct.iac&l light ii
• A uZo Sled be csr ied out before
-o
_urning to eart_h.
M_sslOn Proflle_s: A-B
_he;,_1,_;ssi0n c0nslsts of.a' descen_ by the _LEM without
• '% ..
:landlng_ "._Ince thl8 wo_Id ]_e/.essentlally an emergency situation,
•very lilt_le, astronaut part'Ic._pation in experiments du_ing the
:_" . _- ._.._._, • ........... ,. .
iand iag.._..p_.:oaOh. could be _xppcted:.,- The following Investigatiqns
are.. eugge_,_e_, t,.j,_, ._.-- _. _
D _
•_ : I,i. Autos&tic pho_.osraphy of:landing ,.site duringdescent.
b_O_a_'_am_ae _O_ed on :t.he ascent stage '.
2. Au_,omati_ dep'l_yment"o_ plume sampler .mounted on
ascent _staE@: .-_'- :.__n : , ._
3. After _atu_n to it1_arli@rblt, the cameras and plume
sampler wouldbe recovered° If feasible, the photo-
gPaph 7 suggeSte_, f_r.t_he A-2_ mission would'then be
E
carried o_ o
• n :_he A-_ mission, tho LEM lands successfully and stays
for some time b_t the as_.renaute are not able to ge_.outo ,The
following_ _nvest_gatione o®uld be-carried out°
I. Automatic landing s_._e _hotograph¥i_as in A-3"
2, Aut_i.._ployment of-p_ume sampler on s_rfa_e
3. ._h_._o_..s_l_ or Ot._er sampling device o_erAtea _o
colleot dust raised by retro from LEM ._ .,:,
4 ,.PhO_t'ograp_.'and _ |ean _ landin@,-si_e_a_ s_ro,unding
_._r_aln ' "
5- ,R'etenti_n, of _iI came_,ae on return, to lumbar orbit, i,_
place of samples p for _rbltgi. _hoto_i'ap.hy _s in.other,.
_iter_te migs_s,
,_0 ._we_ instrument t_'"t_e ground to start some exp.erimento
.°
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NEED FOR LUSTER A2'NOSPIIZM 14F,AS;_EI_Dn'8 IN THg APOLLO PIIDGRAI(
Lunar Atmosphere Neasurementa Toam
Apollo Science ?roarau
j9
1. Background
Measurements of the lunar atmosphere ere of Lntereet from an atmospheric
physics viewpoint. Additionally, however, such measurements can be expected
co significantly supplement the geologic data gathered on the moon, since
the lunar atmosphere may have evolved from solid lunar material. Geology
without lunar atmospheric studies, or vice versa, would unnecessarily
increase the number of conjectures chat must be made to properly a_preciace
the lunar evolutions1 process and its current state of evolvement. Since
Apollo missions may contribute significantly Co the contamination of the
lunar atmosphere, iC is important Chat measurements of the lunar atmosphere
be accomplished as near the beginning of the program as possibie.
The lunar atmosphere is known from optical measurements to be leas
dense Chart about lO -6 thac of the earth's atmosphere (Dolling, A.,
Ann d'Astrophyslque, 19, 71 (1956)) and the ionized component is less
than about 10 3 ions/cm 3 as determined by radio measurements (Elsmore B.| , ,
Phil. Hag., 2, 1040 (1947)). Beyond these upper limics, all else is inferred.
In a steady-state atmosphere, the concentration of particles of a
given kind is determined by the input race and the loss rate. The measurements
/
mentioned above therefore limit either the input rate to a very low vatue,
or the loss race Co a very hish value, or bach. The former axcrome would
be characterized by a residual atmosphere of gravitationally bound heaVy
pus (L.e.e zero /_put race), vhLlo the letter ojttrtm vould be characterised
J
by 8 rapid escape meahenLem (e. B, , N_ez-4wLnd penLolee oerikin8 e_moepherio
particles end drtvin8 then evzy).
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2. POlltble Sources o_ Lunar Amoei)here
The wide variation in cheorotioal predtecLem8 concarnins the lunar
atmosphere arises mainly from differins concepts conceals8 the source
mechanisms. Rather Chan discuss the cheer/so, _ here simply mane/on the
various possible mechanisms end hey they pertain to the measurements. The
possible atmospheric control mechanisms ere:
l
(8) An orisinel atmosphere rich no further accretion. Zu this case,
the remnant eunosphere would be examined by • surface LneSrumenC. An
exceedinsly slow lose mechanism (0.8., Close ) 10 8 years) would be required
Co leave any crsce of the orllinal at_uospher_. |inca thermal-escape
undoubtedly occurs So some extent, iC can easily be shown chec Che only
remain:LaB campommCe of an orisinel atmosphere vould be heavy |less such
as xenon orkrypCon. (L. SpiCser. Jr.,Amosphe_8 of _q |arch end Pleqec_
(Ed. G. iCuiper) Univ. of Chiczso ?ross, Chicap, ZII. (1951)). A mass
specCromeser wo_d _herefore detect only hesqTSOoe8.
(b) Volcanism or ouCsasinS in seneral of wlaCilaz from the interior
of cbe moon. Aemozpheric components so 6enera_d should be mainly wacer
vapor plus Creese of 802, NH3, (02. etc. (i,o., t_ptael volcanic efflux).
Zf Che lama _eCo _e larSe compared to the wm_t fat phoZodiaeocietiou In
ch, eole_ radiation, then Chess oomponents vouLd be deceased as molecules,
while for ohm cemetery eiCueSlon, meomtc_qflie_vould be the principal
,/
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con.city,nO de|eotdd! ,hie vOvld erase from phocodLssocL•t*on of racer
4
vapor, vM_O tM hydro|81_ escapee rapidly du• to Lee snell nose.
G•eel say •leo bo rele•'eed from rocks or ma_n•| near the lunar
surf•ca. O•eee encr•pp•d in •nd evolVed from rocks ore, after H20,
prLmarlLF C0|j RCI, CI 2, a2. _So-CO, CH4. N2, •nd 02. Rocks and magmas
of differ_t eonposiCion evolve v•ryt_j Omouncs of these Bases, and thus
alloy •a e|tisate of Che GOmpOJiJ_om Of the rocks from vhich the Bases
are evolved. 0s| compositions are •leo useful in follovins the process of
mapstle dlfferen_lecLon, •nd vould be of 8iBniflcanc value if the composition
of 8•811 lUl_l_la8 from • vole•t_c vsnt on the moon could be. measured for a
pttLod of Cite.
It.cent work on Bases in terrestrial rocks £nd£cates the relieving
Beneral_soCions:
++...
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o
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Gases other than waS, r. ranse from O.l to 6 cm3/g,
CO2 Is Benerslly ne•r 50 percent of the total Sos other than
R20 in bieilte_ but it i8 Senerally lov in rhyolites and
ttU_aLsmdl•t:e in 8rel_Lt_s sud Jz_desites,
R1 is the domtnan_ 08s Ln 8reline, but it is hiBhly variable
in ol_ir rOCkS.
Sulfur, reported as 8 2, Is Ben.rally 2 to 9 percent of other
Baits in bsi81_l, is also basis in some end, sites, but is
8ensr•lly lov iu obs_Ldlsn8 a_d srenitee,
CI 2 Is commonly 10 to 30 petmtn_ _n rhyolites end some ondesites,
1¢ is less than I0 percent, tl beoalts, and ic yes found to be
oleas than one percent in two Hmplee of granite,
F2 is the dominant Sis in nest obsidians and in some baselts,
and it ranges from I0 to 30 percent in most other rocks,
CO, N2, end Ar do not show syetenatlc differences.e
It has been postulated that stron_ Earth-induced tidal forces ,actins upon
the moon cause fault lines in the lunar crust to shigt and slip to the
extent that there will be brie_ periods _daen trapped subsurface Kasea will
be released. La_r_ scarps and fissures on the lunar surface are consistent
with this concept. Detection of sases released from such vents would be
extremely valuable to the understanding of the moon's interr,_l structure.
Continuous monitoring o£ regions o£ sporadic or periodic ou_asi_ would
be desirable in order to detect gases with short retention times in the
lunar atmosphere.
(c) Heteoric Volatilization. The e££ect o£ meteoritic bombardment
og the lunar surface causing agitation of the surface material may have
signi£icant ef£ects in accelerating the geological evolution of the
gaseous atmosphere by releasing the occluded and absorbed gases in the
lunar s_rf_ _erisl. This is s/_L_ _ (b) except that individual
inputs could be distinguished by the rapid rise and subsequent decay of
fluctuations in the atmosphere due to the sudden release of gas rather
than the relatively slo_ outgesieqi process. Furthermore, simultaneous
seismic measurements of impact could also aid in distinguishin$ such
events. The se_sn_Lc experlmenr.s that bm_e already been proposed should
integrate meaningfully with the atmospheric measurements.
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(d) Release by Energetic Particles. impact on the lunar surface by
energetic particles, especially protons from the solar wind, V£11 tend to
break down compounds and produce free potassium, aluminum, cadmium, etc.
The vapor pressure of many o£ these materials is hish enoush eo that they
may contribute significantly to the lunar atmosphere. Since these materials
are not present in the terrestrial atnosphere_ it may be possible to prepare
the lunar inst_mentation so that it will not release such materials on
outgasing, and it should be possible to detect much lower concentrations
o£ these materials than of water vapor or other terrestrial gases.
(e) Solar Wind Accretion. Gas so accumulated will initially be
essentially ionized end monataaic, doe to the hiKh temperature o£ the
solar wind (_ 10 5 oK) and the even hiaher temperature o£ its source, the
corona (_ 10 6 oK), but it may become neutralized and combined into molecular
forms a£ter reach£n K the moon. The composition would be similar to the sun,
possibly altered by diffusive 8oparatlon, and the solar wind would therefore
provide an ar_ospbere composed malnly of oxygen and nitrogen. A large
proportion of nitrogen would then serve to distlnguiah (e) from (b) and
(c). Furthermore, a solar wind incident on the lunar surface should be
directly detectable.
3. Importance of Heasurementa
The analysis of gases at the lunar surface will be of value to
geologists in deter_n£_ the kinds of geologic processes, especially those
involving magma generationp that vera or are present within the moon.
From the composition of the 8sacs evolved during ma_natic processes, much
/
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can be determined conce_i_ the composit_on of the rocks and magmas
_ithin the moon, which in turn will aid in.determining the history and
_rigin of the body. IS'is evident thee measurementof time variations i'i'
in the lunar atmosphere ispotentially capable_o£ disCinguishin $ among
the more plausible accretion and loss'mechanisma._
The possible existence of/volcanism Is exceedingly important since
such phenomena amy provide volatiles Chat are useful • for life support
(both intrinsic end extrinsic). The location of volcanic sites, i£ they
exist, can be facilitated by deploying several atmospheric pressure gages
(one per Apollo mission, for example): time variations at dif£erent
. locations could be _nterpreted to locate .the volcanic site, analogous
to the locatlon o£ earthquakes with several.seismographs. The.feasib££ic I
o£ such m program cannot be judged unti:l at least one pressure gage _s Jn
place, and if proven feasible, then two more gages should be desirable at
widely spaced locations (i.e., three.Apollo missions in all). Therefoze
the first ga_e should be landed at the urliest opportunity. In brief, Lhe
£irst datum:, no matter how' crude the £ngormation or how poor the
resolution, should beobtained just as soon as possible, hopefully before
the exhaust gases from tetra rackets have had a chance to disrupt seriously
the lunar atmospheric composition.
4. Contamination
The total mass of lunar atmosphere _n terms of the particle concentrocion
at the sur£ace is _pproximately I00 g/(perticle/cm3).'i Present experimenter
and theoretic_] estimates give _# 10 6 particles/cm 3 for the particle
concentration, or about 100 metrictons for the total atmospheric mass.
The Apollo excursion module willreleaae up to 5 metric tons of exha_:_C
gases. The above estimate involves important Uncertainties, and the
Apollo reaction products may even dominate the atmosphere. Zt is
unfortunate that the vehicle carrying the atmospheric-measurement
experiment may itself seriously contaminate that atmosphere, end the
experiment should therefore be capable of operating for an extended
period. At the very.least, the loss rate for the contaminant gases can
thereby be determined. Zf these loss rates are sufficiently large, then
the atmosphere will return to its steady state and be observed by the
lunar atmosphere experiment. Loss due to solar wind interaction may give
rise to loss time constants of the order of one month, or about one lunar
day. Thus the experiment should last, ac the minimum, for several months.
It is desirable, in any event, to observe any changes in the atmosphere
/
that may occur between lunar day and lunar night, since this can provide
further information on composition (e.g. , the freezing out of volatiles
during the very cold lunar night).
The contamination problem provides a powerful argument thac a first
attempt st lunar atmosphere direct measurement should be made from an
orbiter. The merit of such an approach, assuming that the altitude of
the orbit would be low enough, is that: (s) a reasonable opportunity
would be available for making measurements prior to contamination,
(})) any burst of volcanic origin such as that recently detected optically
might well be detected directly, and (c) outgasing at the dawn meridian
bo 8 _
might be detected. ZC ia very important to have the opportunity co look
for such gases before significant contamination Cakes place.
An environmental factor that may be altered by rocket gases during
the first and succeeding lunar missions is accumulation of condensed
rocket gases upon possibly existing primitive deposits of frozen water
and carbon dioxide in permanent or semi-permanent shaded regions on the
lunar surface. During future lunar surface exploration into these shaded
regions, the question may arise as to whether any frozen constituents were
primary in origin or products of rocket gases, or possibly both. Knowledge
of the diffusion and retention times of rocket exhaust gases around the
moon's surface would aid in determining the answer•
With the advent of more rocket landings and surface exploration
activity, considerable amounts of rocket gases will be added Co the lunar
atmosphere, and these gases will be modified by charged-particle and
i
elecCromagnetic-radlaClon energy from the sun. This acclon of the solar
radiation will result in a continously changing atmosphere. These changes
could affect scientific investigation of the overall lunar surface materials
due to absorption and desorption of geeea. These gases may react _pon
mineral deposits exposed on the lunar surface as the gases condense during
the long lunar night (14 earth days).
It is, therefore, Imperative that consideration be given to retention
times of rocket exhaust gases in the l,nar atmosphere and their effect
upon future manned lunar surface exploration.
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5. Recommended Hessurements ,
e
Optimally the lunar atmosphere experiment should measure the following
neutral.constituents:
(a) total pressure,
(b) mess spectrum,
and the follo_rin8 ionic constituents:
(c) total concentration,
(d) mass' spectrum,
(e) directed flux.
The most direct approach to lunar atmospheric measurements is the
use of some type of mass spectrometer to measure the neutral gas composition
and an ion mass spectrometer for ion composit£on. A total neutral pressure
measurement alone should be done only as a last resort if an adequate mass
spectrometer cannot be developed• It would appear_ at the present state
of the art of mass spectrometry, that considerable development work to
create a device compatible with the possible ranges of lunar atmospheric
pressure must be performed before a practical package can come into
existence. With the estimates o£ lunar atmospheric pressures ranging
from 10 "10 tort down to 10 "!5 torr, a major improvement in sensitivity
of a mass spectrometric device will be necessary. In addition, the
ion-generating region for a neutral gas spectrometer should employ some
technique other than a thermionic emitter in order to avoid outgasing
of the system and gartering of the gas molecules, thus presenting a
biased composition.
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Relative co the Apollo program, the possibility of leaving behind
a mass spectrometer package Co telemeter the lunar atmosphere over a
I
period of time seems Co be most desirable. IC would provide information
concerning the race of cleanup of the atmosphere after departure of the
as well as day and night atmospheric composition. Further, some
information concerning solar activity end ice effect upon the composition
of the lun0r atmosphere could be obtained.
Charged-particles analyzers should be set up on the lunar surface
to examine the energy spectra of both positively and negatively-charged
P
particles and their directions of arrival. If the solar wind impinges
without disturbance on the lunar surface, the measurements made with this
instrument would be simply those of the undisturbed solar wind. It is
more likely that a region of disturbance or shock wave exists for some
distance out from the moon, in which case the measured particle fluxes
would not be characteristic of the undisturbed solar wlnd.
An ion mass spectrometer and ion trap should also be included in
the instrumentation; these measurements would be especially useful if
the solar-wind particles reaching the moon are completely thermalized
or if there is significant ionization of lunar gases. An ion mass
_pectrometer can provide information on relative concentrations, but
ic is not very good for establishing absolute _oncenCratlona. An ion
trap is particularly effective for determinlng, the absolute concentration
but it has poor capability for analyzlng the relative abundances of
different conscltuents except in very idealized situations. Thus the
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two instruments complement one another.
Pressure gageashould be used on all missions• It is probable that
pressure gages are the only instruments sufficiently developed to be
useful in an orbiter, where there could be a real payoff in the sense
of detectin S discrete sources of morning surface outgssiu 8.
In summary, the maximum direct information on the lunar atmosphere
must come from measurements on the neutral' componantsj while.the experimental
techniques ere better developed for mnasurins the ionised COmponents of the
atmosphere. The total neutral particle pressure can be measured with
available techniques. The mass spectrum should be measurable, depending
on progress in instrument development in this area• We therefore suggest
the following priorities among the possible atmospheric measurements for
the first three Apollo missions•
4
First Mission:i
' i) neutral mass spectrum(If adequately developed)
2) neutral particle pressure
3) total ion concentration
4) directed ion flux
5) ion mass spectrum
Second Mission:
I) neutral particle pressure
2) directed ion flux
3) ion mass spectrum
4) neutral mass spectrum
5) to£al ion concentration
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i)
2)
3)
4)
5)
neutral particle pressure
neutral mass spectrum
ion mass spectrum
directed ion flux
total ion concen_ration
The development of a neutral particle mass spectrometer capable og operating
in the expected pressure range (10 "13 arm.) should be pushed with the
nominal intention of sending that instrument on the £irat mission; the
ion equipment also should be included if space is available. In any,case,
it should be available as a replacement if development dif£iculties delay
the neutral mass spectrometer so long that it cannot fly in early Apollo
missions.
t
6. Availabilit_ of Instrumentation
/
Except for neutral mass spectrometers, instrumentation of the type
and sensitivity required for the recommended program has been developed
and is presently in use in space systems. Ion traps and ion mass
spectrometers have been flown in many vehicles, including EGO. The
directed ion flux could be measured with a solar wind detector, of which
that flown in Mariner is a good example, or with a spectrometer for low-
energy particles, such as that in the ISIS program. Pressure gages of
=he Redhead type have been extensively used and are easentlally on-the-
shelf items.
Neutral-particle mass spectrometers of the required sensitivity
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have not yet been operated in the laboratory. What is required, however,
is apparently only a marriage of existing techniques. The addition of
electron multipliers and counting techniques to an instrument of the
qusdrupole type can probably supply the required sensitivity, while
the introduction of coincidence techniques may provide an even better
instrument. Instrument development rather than research appears to be
the requirement, and it appears probable that a suitable instrument can
be developed in time for the early Apollo missions.
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